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1THE WINTERS TALE
By
William Shakespeare
I, A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAY ;-
Shakespeare has given us a mine of dramatic wealth to
draw from and out of it comes the precious and the semi-precious.
It is to the latter that the "Winters Tale" belongs compared with
the favorite masterpieces of this great dramatist. But for all
that this play is a delightful bit and well worth consideration
for production. William Winter in his "Wallet of Time" says of
the play -
"There is so much of beauty in the comedy The Wintea^s
Tale, so much of thought, character, humor, philosophy, sweetly
serene feeling and loveliness of poetic language, that the public
ought to feel obliged to any one who successfully restores it to
the stage, from which it is usually banished. The piece was
written in the maturity of Shakespeare's marvelous powers, and
indeed some good Shakespearean scholars believe it to be the last
work that fell from his hand. Human life as depicted in the
Winters Tale shows itself like what it always seems to be in the
eyes of patient, tolerant, magnanimous experience,—the eyes "that
have kept watch o*er mans* mortality",—for it is a scene of inex-
plicable contrasts and vicissitudes, seemingly a chaos of caprice
and chance, yet always, in fact, beneficently overruled and guided
to good ends. Human beings are shown in it as full of weakness;
often as the puppets of laws that they do not understand and of

2universal impulses and propensities into which they never pause
to inquire; almost always as objects of benignant pity. The
woful tangle of human existence is here viewed with half-cheer
ful, half-sad tolerance, yet with the hope and belief that all
will come right at last* The mood of the comedy is pensive but
radically sweet."
The Winters Tale with the Tempest and Cymbaline are
more difficult to present and adequately interpret because of
their complexity of idea and fulfillment. Shakespeare in these
his last plays took more liberty in expression and theme. There
is, however, much of beauty and interest in the "Winters Tale.**
In fact there is a great deal of the dramatic and picturesque
which makes the play a most useable and appealing one.
The Daily Tribune of 1889 says of it-'TIt was one of
those tales Just suited to lend a beguiling inl^erest to the long
winter nights and which from its simplicity was not only attrac-
tive and intelligible to childhood, but by the fairy influence
of its romantic poetry transported even manhood back to the golden
age. It at once became popular with the town and hundreds flocked
from their own firesides to laugh over the roguish trickery of the
merry pick-pocket and peddler Autolycus and linger with delight
upon the rustic feast of Perdita."
"The handling of the play is that of one whose years
and experience had taught him to touch the deepest spring of the
human heart. The imagery is simple, and the whole full of sweet
innocence without being sickly. The prodical beauty of the
language, the wit sense and pathos, the picturesqueness of the
scenes and incidents, give to this drama an interest so powerful
that it requires bad acting to destroy its influences."

Th« New Tork Herald at the same time comments upon
the play with "It has generally been thought that the play is
heavy and a bore to sit through to see a fine statue scene in
the end. The first and second acts are very heavy and it is
not till the advent of Perdlta and Autolyous that the play may
be said to be really interesting* No Shakespearean play appeals
more to the heart of the careful reader than the Winters Tale
and Hazlitt says after seeing Mrs. Siddons in Eermione, Mr.
Kemble in Leontes and Bannister as Autolycus, that it is one of
the best acting of the author's plays.
Schlegel, the judicious observer and analyzer the
greatest of Shakespeares students has said:- "The Winters Tale
is as appropriately named as Midsummer Nights Dream. It is one
of those tales which are peculiarly calculated to beguile the
dreary leisure of long winter evenings, which are ever attrac-
tive and intelligible to childhood and which animated by fervent
truth in the delineation of character and passion, invested with
the decoration of poetry, lowering itself, as it were, to the
simplicity of the subject, transports even manhood back to the
golden age of imagination."
As the argument of the play is set forth a weighty
calculation of probabilities must not concern such wonderful
and fleeting adventures, ending at last in general joy. It may
plainly be seen that Shakespeare has taken the greatest liberties
with anachronisms and geographical errors but as one critic says:-
"Wonderful magic of the glorious bardS How truly has he been
called the master of the human heart! These scenes existed not
and yet Shakespeare paints them, nay makes them live in the souls
of all who read his illuminated page*
c
The plot of the play condensed to a brief aunmary
of the facts which Shakespeare used as his medium for the Winters
Tale has been well presented by McSpadden In his "Shakespearian
Synopses" and runs thus:-
Pollxenes, king of Bohemia, who Is visiting his boy-
hood friend, Leontes, king of Slcllla, becomes desirous of return-
ing to his own kingdom, and caxmot be persueded by his host to
prolong his sojourn. Leontes then asks his queen, Hermlone, to
join her persuasions to his own. Her hospitable entreaties are
80 successful that Pollxenes defers his departure. This slight
Incident Is sufficient to arouse in Leontes a tempest of jealousy
touching his queen*s and his frlend*s mutual honor. He endeavours
to prevail on a courtier named Camillo to poison Pollxenes; where-
upon Camillo Infoms the guiltless and unsuspecting monarch of
his danger, and flees with him to Bohemia.
The flight confirms Leontes in his wild suspicions.
He visits his wrath upon the innocent Hermlone, causing her to
be isolated in a dungeon, where she is shortly afterward delivered
of a daughter. Paulina, a lady of the court, presents the babe
to the king, but he disavows it and orders it to be exposed in
some remote desert place.
The babe who is named Perdlta, because she is "counted
los-t; forever", is borne to a coast of Bohemia, by a courtier who
is afterwards destroyed by a bear; while the child is found by a
poor shepherd, who rears it as his own.
Meanwhile Hermlone, who has been brought to public
trial, is completely vindicated by a Delphic oracle declaring:
"Hermlone is chaste ; Pollxenes blameless; Camillo a true subject;
Leontes a jealous tyrant; his innocent babe truly begotten; and
the king shall live without heir, if that which is lost be not

5found.** Leontes discredits the oracle and is punished by the
tidings of the sudden death of Hermlone and her only son. The
monarch is brought by this stroke to realize the enormity of
his offence. He repents and resolves to do daily penance.
Sixteen years pass by. In the court of Bohemia
Polixenes and his friend Camillo discuss the reported actions
of the king*s son Florlzel, who of late has been paying assiduous
attention to a shepherd's lass. In order to investigate the
report they disguise themselves and visit the shepherd's cottage,
where they find Plorizel on the point of bethrothing Perdita.
The king wrathfully puts a stop to the betrothal, when the lovers
resolve to flee the country. Camillo privately offers to con-
duct them to Sicili a, assuring them of a warm welcome on the part
of Leontes. The offer is gladly accepted*
riorizel and Perdita are cordially received in
Slcllia, but are closely persued thither by Polixenes. At this
juncture the clothing and jewels found with the infant sixteen
years before are produced by the shepherd, thus establishing the
identity of Perdita as daughter of Leontes. The joy of the two
sovereigns at meeting again after their long separation is re-
doubled by the prospect of uniting their children in marriage.
One thing only is lacking to the perfect happiness of Leontes -
the presence of his lost wife, whom he has never ceased to mourn.
Thereupon Paulina invited the company to inspect a statue of
Hermlone. They pause si>ellbound at the triumph of art, for the
supposed statue is so perfect as to seem animate. At last it
actually stirs, and the enraptured Leontes finds that he is em-
bracing, not marble, but his living wife Hermlone, who, dwelling
in retirement has waited the fulfilment of the oracle.

6II, HISTORY OF THE PLAY,
In order to begin a history of the play the date of
the first presentation must be at least approximately set. It
has been most generally conceded that the date was 1610 or 1611.
Horace Howard Furness in his Variorum has given the interesting
data of general concensus of opinion. Ed says that in his search
he has found that of the twenty-six who have set the date of the
play, nineteen date it 1610 or 1611- two at 1613 , and the others
1594 to 1602.
It is interesting to note that Melone changed his
opinion four times — from the year 1594 to 1604 to 1613 and finally
to 1610 according to the records of the "Master of Revels Diary."
After all, proof of the date must be based upon in-
ternal and external evidence. Internal evidence must be based
upon versification allusions in the play to contemporaneous or
past events. One must keep in mind however, that these internal
bits of evidence may not be infallible inasmuch as the producer
of the time, much as today, took certain liberties with text and
presentation in order to please the public at hand, and too, there
are the comentators who have sometimes inserted fanciful inter-
pretations or constructions in the play. If, however, the internal
proofs can be substantiated by the external proofs the comentator
may rest pretty well assured of true diagnosis. External evidence
may be found in documents concerning the production or references
to some quotation from the specific play.
There has been a general concensus of opinion that the
Winterb Tale was first of the three plays of the fourth and last
period, the other two are Cymbeline and The Tempest. Bridges in
c
7his volume "Our Fellow Shakespeare" suggests that '*the general
characteristics of these plays put them at the end of Shakespeare's
work. Shakespeare has passed from the world of jollity and irre-
sponsibility when happy endings were insvired by undesigned
coincidence; again from the world of inexorable doom and bloody
revenge, when death is the only approach to happiness. It is to
the world of romantic realism that Shakespeare passes. Here sins
may be atoned for, injuries forgiven, and errors set right.
Chance is not what saves men in these plays but salvation is
usually attained before the end. Notwithstanding, the endings are
not sentimental in their "happy ending." The end is peace after
a mellowing and enriching process."
Another note of difference which marks these plays
for this last period is that Shakespeare now views life through
the eyes of an older man. He is now more interested in the parent
and guardian. He no longer identifies himself with youth and of
them. An excerpt from Professor Raleigh's Shakespeare, (Chap. 11
pa. 60 - 61 ) gives an interesting light upon the youth of the
romantic dramas as compared with his earlier work. Raleigh says -
"A new type of character meets us in these plays; a girl, innocent,
frank, dutiful and wise, cherished and watched over by her elevated
father, or restored to him after long separation. It is impossible
to escape the thought that we are indebted to Judith Shakespeare
for something of the beauty and simplicity which appear in Miranda
and Perdita.
Shakespeare, in the Winters Tale, looks upon the youth-
ful characters with the eye of a father. He is now concerned that
youth shall deserve its happiness rather than merely attain it.
Dowden dates the play in the last of Shakespeare's
t
8work with the following:- "Over the beauty of youth and the love
of youth there is shed, in these plays of Shakespeare's final
period y a clear yet tender luminousness not elsewhere to be per-
ceived in his writings. In his earlier plays, Shakespeare writes
concerning young men and maidens, their loves, their griefs, as
one who is among them, who has a lively personal interest in their
concern, who can make merry with them, treat them familiarly, and,
if need be, can mock them into good sense. There is nothing in
these early plays wonderful, strangely beautiful, pathetic about
youth and its Joys and sorrows.——But in these latest plays the
beautiful, pathetic light is always present In each of these
plays we can see Shakespeare, as it were, bending tenderly over
the joys and sorrows of youth. We recognize this rather through
a feeling and a presence, than through definite incident or state-
ment •
"
Another student of drama to place the Winters Tale
in the final group of plays is Brander Mathews. He says:- •*The
lack of emotional unity, effort to mingle scenes of jealous rage
with scenes of idyllic love-making, endeavor to relieve action
with extraneous spectacular effects, such as the bear which chases
Antigonus off the stage, dance of the twelve satyrs, the graceful
revels of the shephexds and shepherdesses and the final picturesque
bringing to life of the statue of Hermione help to definitely
place the play in the final group of plays.
The Jacobean audience for whom Shakespeare was writing
craved Just such picturesque novelties. Drama is the reflection
of the age in which it is written. '^Further the play is freer in
its composition and not modeled after the mould set by Beaumont
and Fletcher.*
In the internal tests must be included the metrical
te
as well as the aesthetic. Dowden points out that "The versifi-
cation is that of Shakespeare's latest group of plays; no five
measure lines are rhymed; run-in lines and double-endings are
numerous,
-
The Editor of the Tudor Edition claims that the con-
densed thought and frequently strained language, "the lawless
pliancy" of the verse dates the play as one of the last group.
Furness in his Variorum edition has listed various
items of internal evidence as he found them -
Walpole: Veiled compliment to Queen Elizabeth.
Capell: Song: "Get you hence for I must go."
Blackstone: If I could find example
Of thousands, that had struck
annointed kings" etc.
Malone: "but one Puritan among them". etc.
Among the items of internal evidence are to ba in-
cluded the general belief that the metrical tests and condensed,
parenthetical involved style of the play point to a late composition.
Again Furness has listed the sources for external
evidence as follows -
Ben Jensen's ridicule in his lAartholomew Fair.
Sir Henry Herbert's Office Book.
Dr. Simon Forman's Note-book.
To quote directly from Ben Jonson's satirical intro-
duction to his Bartholomew Fair which was produced in 1614 we
have; "If there be never a servant-monster in the Fair, who can
help it, nor a nest of antics? He is loth to make nature afraid
in his plays, like those that beget Tales, Tempests, and such
like drolleries, to mix his head with others men's heels; let
the concupissence of jigs and dances reign as strong as it will
r
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amongst you; yet if the puppets will please anybody they shall
be entreated to come in.** The reference to Caliban and the
harpies in the Tempest, and to the Sat3rr dance in the Winters
Tale, to say nothing of the titles, are unmistakable external
proof that the Winter's Tale must have been produced shortly
brfore 1614.
A memorandum in the Office Book of Sir Henry Herbert,
the Master of the Revels, is another strong finger post, llalone
quotes from it - "For the kings players an olde playe called
Winters Tale formerly allowed by Sir George Bucke, and likewyse
lay well on Mr. Hemmings words that there was nothing profane
added or reformed, thogh the allowed book was missing, and
therefore I returned it without fee, this 19 of August 1623."
Further, it seems that Maione discovered that Sir
George Buck did not obtain full possession of his office as
Master of the Revels until August, 1610, Therefore he believed
that the Winters Tale was first licensed either the latter part
of 1610 or the beginning of the next.
Dr. Simon Forman*s note-book has given the earliest
notice that the Winters Tale was performed in 1611 at the Globe
Theater. It is under the date May 15th., 1611 that he states:
"how Leontes, King of Sicilia was overcome with jealousy of his
wife with the King of Bohemia, his friend that came to see him
and how he contrived his death, and would have had his cup-bearer
poison him who gave the King to Bohemia. Also, how he sent to
the oracle of Appolo, and the answer of Appolo was that she was
guiltless, and except the child was found again that was lost,
the King should die without issue; for the child was carried
into Bohemia and there laid in a forest and brought up by a
shepherd; and the King of Bohemia's son married that wench, and
r
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they fled into Scllia, and by the Jewels found about her she
was known to be Leontes daughter, and was then sixteen years
old."
And what has been the stage history of the play
since its first presentation? The Winter^s Tale has not had nearly
the popularity that has been accorded many of Shakespeare's other
plays serious or humorous, but it has been revived from time to
time*
As we have already seen, the play was produced first
on May 15, 1611. Records show that it was again produced before
the King in 161E-13, Only two other performances of 1624 and
1634 have been recorded until a more distant revival in 1741, at
Goodman's Fields. After that lapse of one hundred years it was
presented much in the original form and was repeated in the same
year and the next at Covent Garden. In the year 1754 the play was
revived for a short time as "Florizel and Perdita," or "The Sheep-
Shearing," a version by Morgan. The play was again adapted in
1756 by Garrick, who announced it as "A comedy Altered from
Shakespeare, called The^Winter's Tale^or "Florizel and Perdita."
Garrick kept only the latter part of the original play with an
opening scene in which the first half was conveyed to the audience
by a dialogue arranged by the actor-manager, Garrick. There were
additions, subtractions and substitutions in the part retained.
This version was accepted cordially by Warburton and other admirers
of Shakespeare and kept the stage for about forty years. It was
last performed in 1795 at London and in New York 1796.
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century the play
has been presented frequently, but more usually in an adapted form.
The production in 1802 has been referred to as an exceptional
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presentation with Kemble in the role of Leontes and ISra, SiddonB
as Henuione. Sir Henry Irving, in his records, makes a great deal
of the so-called famous staging by Charles Keene in the year 1856.
It was announced as a Greek play and Keene made it as consistently
Greek as he could but in doing so lost sight of the spirit of the
play.
There have been a nximber of later revivals of the
"Winters Tale" but only a few of marked significance. Bfery
Anderson in her production of 1887 attempted a daring thing in
playing the parts of Hermione and Perdita. It was well received
by the popular audience but severely scored by the critics in
spite of the beautiful presentation. The more recent revivals
by the Ben Greet players in 1895, by the actors of the New Theatre
in New York in 1910 and by the members of the Oxford University
Dramatic Society and the British Empire Shakespeare Society have
been interested in adopting simpler staging more nearly like the
Elizabethan Theatre.
It is interesting to note that in Germany since the
adaptation of Dingelstedt in 1861, the "Winter's Tale" has had an
annual revival and has become one of the most popular of Shakespeare*
plays.
r
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III, SCPRCE OF THE PLOT;-
For originality does not conaiat In invention, but in
insight, grasp, aelection. arrangement, above all in vitilization .
The creative faculty does not disclose itself in dexterity or
multiplicity of invention, but in the play of free elemental
power." from"William Shakespeare - Poet, Dramatist and Man"
by Mabie.
It is Goethe who has said so well, "To say a thing
that everybody has said before as quietly as if nobody had ever
said it, that is originality,"
Where may one find a better example of originality and
invention in terms of the above statements than in Shakespeare?
There seems to be no question in the minds of ccmmentators but
that Shakespeare derived his plot for the Winters Tale frcan
Pandasto at some time called Dorastus and Fawnia by Greene. The
tale was evidently a popular one, for there are ten editions extant
and of this number two particularly referred to are the edito
princeps of 1588 and one of the later date 1609 in Bodleian. It is
interesting to note that the chief difference between these two
editions lies in the words of the oracle. In the edition of 1588
the oracle is expressed in the words "The King shall live without
an heir", and in the latter "The Bling shall die without an heir."
It is in Act III Sell about line 135 that the former phrase is
used in Shakespeare. And hence it must have been to the earlier
version of 1588 or perhaps even an earlier edition that Shakespeare
turned for his version of the tale.
This source for the Winter's Tale was established as far
back as 1709, There is however no comparison of style or treatment
of the story. Shakespeare used the dramatic form. Bb replaced the
r€
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long-winded and dreeory monologues and rhetorical dissertations
of the novel with speeches of action and concentrated effect.
Then again when the novelist made merely a brief hint at some
situation such as the guard coming to the Queen* s lodging found
her playing with her young son Garinter, Shakespeare has elab-
orated and expanded it. Also the reference to the storm at sea
is expanded into Act III - Sc. iii.
There were pleasant conceits in Green's version -
coarse and yet with some of the Elizabethan sweetness; Bellaria
lamenting over the child appealed to Shakespeare. Greene relates
the incident in these words:- '•Shalt thou have the whistling
winds for thy lullaby, and the sea foam instead of sweet milk,"
whereas Shakespeare has expressed his conception in the lines -
The day frowns more and more: Thou'rt like to have
A lullaby too rough. (Act. II - Sc. iii)
Shakespeare the dramatist in contrast to Greens the
novelist has concentrated the length of action to the foreshortened
treatment of time in order to conform somewhat to dramatic unity.
He has introduced new characters such as Antigonus, Paulina and
Autolycus, and he has made definite use of the nobles, ladies, and
clowns found in the novel.
In remodeling the plot to his taste Shakespeare made
some radical changes. First may be cited the change in names
throughout* To enumerate:-
Pandasto of Bohemia——Leontes of Sicily
Egistus of Sicily Polixenes of Bohemia
Bellaria -Hermione
Garinter Mamillius
Dorastus Florizel
Fawnia Perdita
Francion and Capnio Camillo
A second difference may be noted in the reversal of
a whole scene. In Greene's version Fawnia is wrecked on the coast
of Sicilia whereas in the play, Antigonus lands with the babe on
r
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the coast of Bohemia*
Thirdly, in the novel, the queen actually dies and
there Is an epitaph set over her tomb, but in the play "Hermlone
swoons only in order that the motif of a return of life may
afterwards be introduced."
A4.S0, one may note a difference in the treatment of the
king. In Pandasto the king commits suicide after the queen's death
Shakespeare has not only made use of Green* s plot of
Pandasto but he has made use of actual phrases from the original.
For instance: Hermione's speech Act III Sc. iii —The trial scene.
"Tis rigour and not law." Also Paulina's speech Act III Sc. iii
"'Tis such as you
That creep like shadows by him and do sigh
At each his needless heavings, such as you
Nourish the cause of his awaking.
Where there are not actual quotations, close modeling
upon Greene's speeches are evident;
Inasmuch as Shakespeare followed Greene's version in
so many details, it is not to be wondered at that he also would .
be led iiato many of the anachronisms and errors In Geography.
There is the reference to Delphos as an Island and Bohemia surround-
ed by the sea. Felix £. Schelllng in his Volume I of Elizabethan
Drama has an interesting foot note:- Winter's Tale III iii. See
"The Monthly Magazine, January, 1811, wherein it appears that in
the 13th century there was actually "a seacoast of Bohemia," a
matter interesting enough in itself but scarcely excusing
Shakespeare aud his source, Greene, for a woeful lack of geograph-
ical exactitude.
In 1888, a man by the name of Caro went so far as
actually to trace the germ of the romance set forth by Greene and
Shakespeare to actual happenings in the history of the fourteenth
century Poland and Bohemia. "Duke Zlemont of Maison, conceiving
€
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suspicions of his wife, cast her into prison, irhere she bore him
a son. By the duke*s orders the queen was strangled, but the
boy, carried away in secret, was brought up by a peasant woman.
The king never ceased to lament his action, and eventually his
son was restored to him.'* In this bit of history, according to
Caro, we see the prototype of Hermione and Bellaria and in the
cup bearer Dobek may be seen the prototype of Francion and Camlllo.
Another bit of evidence is suggested in the likely corruption of
the name of Silesia to Sicilia.
It is also evident that Greene makes the wife of
Egistus a daughter of the Emperor of Russia as a very possible
result of the story being carried to England upon the marriage of
Richard III and Anne of Bohemia in 1382. Other comaentators,
among thean Dyce, feel that the story was the invention of Greene.
There is evidence of classic influence in Shakespeare's
version. The Alcestis motif in respect to the Queen and that of
the child being exposed by the cruelty of a parent and discovered
by the shepherd seem likely proofs. Then there are the names of the
characters; for instance - Autolycus is referred to in XIX th.
book of the Odyssey and in the Metamorphoses of Ovid*
It was through Golding*s translation that Shakespeare
became familiar with these names. It is true that Shakespeare is
said to have been no great Latin or Greek scholar, but his little
Greek and Latin knowledge would measure far beyond many of our so-
called Latin and Greek students of today. Without question
Shakespeare was familiar with the subject matter of the classical
stories.
Greene was not alone in the treatment of the story as
set forth by him previous to Shakespeare. An Edward Ford made use
(if
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of the story with a very different version in his long-forgotten
romance "The Famous and Pleasant History of Pariamus'* the valiant
and re-nowned Prince of Bohemia (1597), There are, however,
similar motifs included. There is the episode in which the babes
are exposed to the elements by the nurse in charge of them and
this same nurse devoured by a bear. It is very likely that
Shakespeare turned to this for Act III sc.iii (The Winter»s Tale)
wherein Antigonus is sent upon a similiar mission and meets the
same fate. Likewise, there is the story of "The History of
Chivalry" by Koeppel, containing a ecene similar to the statue
scene in the "Winters Tale" (act V. Sc. iii).
Walpole has shown his ingenuousness in trying to
establish that Shakespeare wrote the Winters Tale in compliment
to Queen Bess as an indirect apology to her mother, Anne Bolesm.
He further likens the unreasonable jealousy and violent conduct
as consequence to the life of Henry VIII. But, it has been pointed
out, Walpole forgot that the play was produced in the time of
James "When an apology for the conduct of the Royal Harry would
be most seriously offensive to the son of Mary, Queen of Scotts."
Frank Harris, in his book "The Man Shakespeare and his
Tragic Life Story," gives a very different version of the source
of Shakespeares Winter's Tale. He says;- "The three chief wjrks
of his last period are romances and are all copies; he was too
tired to invent or even to annex; his own story is the only one
that interests him. The plot of the Winters Tale is the plot of
"Much Ado About Nothing." Hero is Herniione. It is Shakespeare's
own history turned from this world to fairyland. What would have
happened, he asks, if the woman I believed false, had been true?
In his earliest works he was compelled, as we have
seen, to use his own experiences perpetually, and in these latest
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plays, he also uses when he can his own experiences to give his
pictures to the world from which he had withdrawn some sense of
vivid life. For example, in the Winter's Tale "his account of
the death of the boy Mamillius is evidently a reflex of his own
emotion wben he lost his son Hamnet, an emotion which at the time
he pictured deathlessly in Arthur and the grief of the Queen Mother
Constance."
It is interesting to note Harris's point of view on the
order of the plays of the last period in which he too places the
"Winters Tale" of first of the three last plays. He bases his
opinion upon what he considers true to the character of the dramatist
himself. H« writes the following
"I imagine he was asked by the author to touch up
"Pericles". On reading the play, he saw the opportunity of giving
expression to the new emotion which had been awakened in him by the
serious sweet charm of his young daughter, and accordingly he wrote
the scenes in which Marina figures, Judith's modesty was a perpetu-
al wonder to him."
"His success induced him to sketch out the "Winter^s
Tale" in which tale he played sadly with what might have been if
his accursed love, Mary Fitton, had been guiltless instead of
guilty."
"And from this attempt in which he saw only weakness he
turned to Cymbeline and finally to a masterpiece in "The Tempest."
Walpole and Frank Harris have given very original and
individual versions of the source of the "Winters Tale", but
according to the majority of the commentators the source in un-
questionably found in the tale of Dorastus and Fawnia by Greene.
f
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lY. Turn ANALYSIS;-
Shakespeare, in his desire to compress time for the
sake of dramatic emphasis, deals with it as a magician would. He
has the gift to present moods and situations in such telling
rapidity that to solve the question of duration of time is about as
difficult as the trick while it is being presented. Through a
mastery of technique, Shakespeare manipulated the clock of actual
time and foreshortened it with such skill that time as such is of
no consequence to his audience.
The very opening of the "Winter's Tale" has presented
a question for consideration. Can the jealous display of Leontes
be accepted so early in the play with so little evident preliminary
procedure? It has been suggested by Furness that Shakespeare was
conscious of his power to sway his audience at his will and so he
set the play forth thus. Furthermore, inasmuch as some critics
have accepted the jealousy of Leontes so gallibly and gone so far
as to suppose that Hermione had actually been imprudent in her
behaviour toward Poliienes, this seems to prove that Shakespeare
was not so wrong in the estimation of his own power.
There are references of present being "thrust into the
past" in such a phrase as "rumor cannot be route" and from this
Leontes heatedly refers to the following as having taken place
at some time in the past:
"la whispering nothing?
Is leaning cheek to cheek? is meeting noses?
Kissing with inside lip? stopping the career
Of laughter, with a sigh?—a note infallible
Of breaking honesty, —horsing foot on foot?
Skulking in corners? Wishing clocks more swift?
Hours, minutes? noon, midnight?
Some critics have cited these references as sufficient
proof for the gradual development of the madness which so suddenly
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bursts forth frcaa Leontes at the very first of the play. Furness
questions whether even such references are really sufficient to
prepare the audience for the shock of Leonte's sudden outburst
and so feels that Shakespeare's management of dramatic time should
be questioned here.
Mr. P. A, Daniel's analysis of the time plot of this
play is accepted by practically all critics except in the case of
one discrepancy of time at the beginning of the play. Daniels has
made the plot of time ertend over a period of eight days with
intervals between.
There has been some contention over making Act II Sc.i
take place a separate day. W.J.Bolfe says: **I am not sure that a
separate day should be given to this scene (Act I Sc.i); but, on
the whole, the proposed departure of Polixenes and Camillo on the
night of the first day, and the mission, since then , of Cleomenes
and Dion to delphos make this division probable,"
Furness takes issue with the eight day plot of F
in these wards:
"I believe the sequence of events to be rather as
follows: While Leontes is unfolding his Jealousy to Camillo,
Polixenes and Hermione are walking in the garden; when they have
finished their stroll, they separate; Hermione goes to her apart-
ments, and Polixenes goes to his, but on the way meets, first,
Leontes coming away from Camillo, and, next, Camillo himself,
from who he learns of the plot against his life. Camillo begs him
to leave * to-night', supposing that some time would be consumed in
getting the ships ready, but when Polixenes says that his ships
are even then ready and had been so for two days, Camillo concludes
by begging him »to take the urgent hour', that is, the hour that
was even then pressing upon them. They accordingly fly at once
« t <
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with the utmost haste; one of the lords says afterward *he never
saw men scour so on their way, he eyed them even to their ships,*
which he could not have done had it been in the dark night. In
the meanwhile, Leontes, after parting from Camillo, and under
the full sway of his fury, determines to have divine sanction for
his procedure, and accordingly dispatches Cleomenes and Dion to
Delphos; he then goes to Hermione*s apartment to upbraid her and
to tell her of his appeal to the god. On the threshold he is
told of the flight of Polixenes, and Camillo 's treachery is dis-
closed to him; then follows Bexmioneb imprisonment as an accomplice
in high treason, and the day, on which the play opens, ends.
Clearly the whole action thus far has consumed not more than four
or five hours. It would be monstrous to suppose that after his
maniacal outburst in his interview with Camillo, Leontes could
liavB seen Hermione, or have talked with her in the old familiar
way, or that he could have disguised that hatred which he could not
refrain from displaying to Polixenes, although he had Just promised
Camillo that he would seem friendly to him. He afterwards says
that he could find no rest night or day,—and to supp^sa that on
the first night of the out-break of his madness he could rest with-
out seeking Hermione, and revealing to her his fury at her infidel-
ity is to show little knowledge, I fear of human nature. And yet
this supposition must be made if we are to assvune that Leontes
knew nothing of the flight till the next day, when he was about to
visit Heimione*s apartments.*'
I have quoted the above because I am inclined to
believe with Furness and base my exception to Daniels on the grounds
that he was misled in his Judgment by Camillos* 'To-night* rather
than giving due consideration to *the urgent* hour.
The Time Analysis as set forth by P.A.Daniels (New
<
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Shakespeare Soc.Trans. ,1877-79 P. 197) is as follows:-
Day 1 Act 1,1
2—
-
•* 11,1
An interval of twenty three days.
ff 3— Act 11,11 and ill, and Act 111, 1
If 4— " III, il
An interval, Antigonus voyage to Bohemia.
n 5 A n4- TTT 4^4ACX ±±L
,
111
An interval (Act 17, 1 ) of sixteen years.
n 6 Act IV, il and lit
It 7 IV, Sc. IV
An Interval. The journey to Sicilia.8— Act V, i — iii
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V. CHARACTER ANALYSIS ;-
" A survey of the individual poets gives opportunity to
observe how each of them excels in the delineation of some
particular type of character. But here it is that Shalcsspeare*8
unique position in the realm of poetic fiction becoiaes most
strikingly apparent. Like a creator he sits enthroned over twelve
hundred beings; ^ngs, cavaliers, clowns .criminals , radiant em-
bodiments of ideal womanhood, elves, and goblins: all are the
off-spring of his mighty brain."—English Drama in the Age of
Shakespeare*
Shakespeare is indeed a creator of characters for who
else has so disguised himself and been capable of presenting beings
with no suggestion of personal opinion or consciousness of the
poet and man who breathed life into them. Shakespeare has been
alluded to as possessing "all the powers of man and more than man,
yet he had all the feelings, the sensibility, the purity, innocence
and delicacy of an affectionate girl."
This great dramatist did not use the stage to express
his own likes or dislikes, but rather were his characters bona
fide persons. He has imbued them with life-like qualities re-
sulting from impression rather than analysis but so remarkably
has he done this that they will bear careful scrutiny in most in-
stances.
LEONTES
Since Shakespeare wrote, as any real playwright does,
primarily to be acted, he does not show the same height of genius
in all of his character drawing. And so it is that Leontes when
compared to Othello does seem as great a character. Further,
Leontes was the victim of a self-made monster of jealousy, a vice
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of the blood,while Othello^s Jealousy was aroused by exterior
forces constantly pointing to proven guilt through circumstantial
evidence. Leontes called down punishment upon his queen for a
selfish and self-^ade reason. His action was at the instigation
of the mind and a somewhat diseased mind.
H. J. Bridges in his book, "Our Fellow Shakespeare",
has said, "The point is that Leonte*s jealousy is throughout of
the nature of insanity, and first of all in this, that it has no
objective cause, no justifying motive. Its origin is that ab-
normal egoism, which, more often than any divinity, doth hedge
the spoiled children who are called kings. Self Tprship is a root
of many kinds of madness ."
Coleridge in his lecture on Shakespeare has set forth
the marks of jealousy resulting from a vice of the mind. According
to his analysis it manifests itself in the tendency to suspicion
inadequate cause and seek proof; the readiness to sully all sus-
pected action with imagined sensual fancies and images, to feel
shame for his thoughts and suspicions but still to voice them
in terms not understood by those who come in contact and thus be-
coming mere fragments and disrupted bits of expression; to turn
that fear of vulgar ridicule and self disgrace into plans of
selfish vindictiveness and revenge. Throughout the first part of
the play it is Leontes who counts in everjrthing. He loves his
son but even that love is second to his own. Leontes becomes
the buffer of that incontrollable and all devouring passion,
jealousy.
It is the jealousy which Shakespeare himself has
siiggested in Othello when Eimillia in answer to the speech of
Desdemona*s, *Alas the day, I never gave him cause! says:
"But jealous souls will not be answered so;
They are not ever jealous for the cause
But jealous for they are jealous; *tis a monster
Begot upon self, born on itself."
•
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Such Is the jealousy which has gripped Leontes. 'A
jealousy without cause, — cruel, vindictive, and remorseless almost
beyond belief, suddenly turned upon Hermione in uncontrolled and
selfish passion after having had several years of manifested love,
devotion and true understanding showered upon him.
Hudson has suggested that added -co the jealousy of love
there is the jealousy of friendship. Shakespeare does infer in
the dialogue preceding the tyrannical outburst, that Leontes and
Polixenes have been the closest of friends. It seems plausible,
therefore, that into that diseased mind there might also creep a
feeling of jealousy because Leonte's invitation was accepted when
offered by another.
To the healthy mind that may seem an exaggerated sup-
position but in our study of the deseased mind we have learned that
in the power of some unbalancing force it will play queer tricks.
Because of our better understanding of insanity, we are not quite
so startled at the \musual turns the mind may take. Mich may be
smouldering in the recesses of the brain to burst forth suddenly
but be as quickly ended by the shock of awful retribution and con-
sequence as in the case of Leontes. But even as we have blamed we
are quite ready to forgive inasmuchas Shakespeare has consistently
made Leontes inflict punishment upon himself to the degree that he
has whipped others to their punishment.
Again, *self worship means self-blindness to fault or
reason.* Leontes rebuffs the approach of his close attendants
when they come to endeavor to set right his distorted view. For
instance, Camillo approaches Leontes with:
"Good my lord be cur*d
Of this diseas*d opinion, and betimes;
For 'tis most dangerous,**
Leontes insists, however, that the statement he has
m<
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made of Hermlone's infidelity must be so and upon Camillo*s: **No,
no, my lord** he turns with
"It is; you lie, you lie!
I say thou liest, Camillo, and I hate thee,
Pronounce thee a gross lout, a mindless slave,
Or else a hovering temporizer that
Canst with thine eyes at once see good and evil,
Inclining to them both."
Only a diseased mind could show itself so ready to
see himself the victim of plots as this man does. He sees in
Camillo an accomplice and aid in the suggested affair between
Polixenes and Hermione because he has fled with Polixenes rather
than poison an innocent guest. The following lines from Act II
sc. 1 reveal this reaction in the mind of Leontes:
"Camillo was his help in this, his pander*
There is a plot against my life, my crown.
All's true that is mistrusted. That false villain
Whom I employ* d was pre-employed by him.
He has discovered my design, and I
Remain a pinch*d thing; yea, a very trick
For them at play at will."
When he might admit at the hands of the gods that
Hermione is guiltless, he listens only to the fevered imaginings
of his self-tortured mind and so he receives the oracle with:
"There is no truth at all 1* the oracle
The sessions shall proceed; this is mere falsehood."
It le the shock of sudden misfortune and retribution
which clears the poisoned brain of Leontes and makes him change
to a penitent and hiunbled man through the loss of all that he has
at heart held most dear after all. Thus has Shakespeare evened
the score so that the reader or listener may not turn altogether
from the man. He has truly been referred to as a 'man with
passionate disposition, obstinate, tyrannical; his imagination
gross, and his judgement weak.*
POLIXENES
Polixenes is but a shadow of Leontes, his boyhood chum
<t
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and friend. They are about of an age — thirty-four years or so.
Shakespeare has endowed Polixenes with no particular qualities
but those of a good king, husband and father.
HERMIOKE
"Shakespeare has no heroes;—he has only heroines.
The catastrophe of every play is caused always by the folly or
fault of a man; the redemption, if there be any, is by the wisdom
and virtue of a woman, and, failing that, there is none." —Ruskin.
The 'Winter*s Tale" fulfills to rather a disturbing
degree R\xskin*s reference to redemption through the wisdom and
virtue of a woman. It is only such a noble character as Hermione
who, with her traits of forbearance, sweetness, dignity, strength
and calm, could possibly give that precious forgiveness to the un-
reasoning and head strong Leontes.
Mrs. Jameson calls our attention to the similarity of
character and situation found in three of the plays of Shakespeare -
"Othello", Cymbeline" and "The Y/inter's TaleJ" Desdemona, Imogene
and Hermione are all endowed with the qualities of gentleness,
beauty, tenderness and truthfulness. They are all victims of
jealous husbands. But, "critically speaking, the character of
Hermione is the most simple in point of dramatic effect, that of
Imogene is the most varied and complex. Hermione is the most dis-
tinguished by her magnanimity and her fortitude, Desdemona by her
gentleness and refined grace while Imogene combines all the best
qualities of both with others which they do not possess."
All who have written about Hermione have endowed her
with the qualities of majestic sweetness, a grand and gracious
simplicity, an easy, unforced, yet dignified self-possession. In
her are found those rare qualities of dignity without pride,
tenderness without weakness, love without passion.
c
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Hudson has said of her: **We can scarce call Heimione
sweet or gentle, though she is both; she is a noble woman—one whom
even in her greatest anguish we hardly dare to pity. Hermione re-
sists without weakness. And what her wise spirit sees to be fit
and becoming, that she always has strength and steadiness of
character to do; hence, notwithstanding the insults and hardships
wantonly put upon her, she still preserves the smoothness of peace;
is never betrayed into the least sign of anger or impatience or
resentment but maintains throughout, perfect order and fitness and
proportion in act and speech; the charge, so dreadful in itself,
and 30 cruel in its circumstances, neither rouses her passions, as
it would Paulina's, nor stuns her sensibilities, as in the case of
Desdemona, but, like the sinking of lead in the ocean's bosom, it
goes to the depths without ruffling the surface of her soul."
•The following lines give evidence of her characteristic
composure and depth of feeling:
•Good my lords,
I am not prone to weeping, as our sex
Commonly are, the want of which vain dew
Perchance shall dry your pities; but I have
That honourable grief lodged here which burns
Worse than tears drown,
•
Mrs, Jameson says:- "She receives the first intimation
of her husband's jealous suspicions with incredulous astonishment.
It is not that, like Desdemona, she does not or cannot understand;
but she will not. When he accuses her more plainly she says with
calm dignity:-
Should a villain say so.
The most replenished villain in the world.
He were as much more villain: you, my lord.
Do but mistake.' —Actll Sc.i
It is not only by means of the speech of the character,
but through expressions and attitudes of others in the play that
a more complete portrait is made. Hermione is often referred to as
<t
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dread mistress, * 'sovereign,* 'most sacred lady,*. Aside frcm
these there all manner of suggestions of boundless devotion,
respect and confidence in her goodness and innocence from those
about her. For instance, Paulina says:
•For her my lord
I dare my life lay down, and will do*t, sir', etc.
Again, Shakespeare has put into the mouth of Antigonus these lines
to Leontes:
*For every inch of woman in the world
Ay, every dram of woman *s flesh is false,
If she be.*
It has been questioned whether Hermione would have
secluded herself for sixteen years with Leontes living. Had Hermione
been only recently married, as was the case of Imogene and Desdemona,
very likely such could not have happened. Shakespeare has given us to
xmderstand that the union with Leontes had been of some duration
and it had been a most happy and rich companionship. Thus when the
blow falls it strikes deeply and such a wound takes long to heal.
Shakespeare would not have been consistent had he arranged an
earlier reconciliation for Hermione was not so easily won, but
once she had given, it was lasting. Winter in his ••Wallet Of Time"
has explained the possibility of the sixteen year lapse with:-
"Her emotions are never of a passionate kind. Her mind predom-
inates. Her life is in the affections and therefore it is rational.
She is self-ppised and so can await the justice of time."
Hermione has often been played as an older woman at the
opening of the play, when in fact she is more nearly thirty or
thereabouts if we to give credence to Leonte's speech in which he
refers, in his first scene, to his boyhood as only twenty-three
years gone when his dagger was worn "muzzled lest it should bite
its master—at which time he may have been ten years old and very
t
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certainly not more. Such being the case, Leontes was thirty-foiir
or thirty-five and it was more than likely that Hermione was a
few years younger.
It may well be said with Hudson that "her nature is
manifestly fitted up and furnished with all tender, gentle and
womanly feelings; only she has the force of mind to control them
aid keep them all in the right place and degree."
Even as ^hakespeare has given Juliet a nurse, Desdemona
an Emilia he has given Hermione a staunch friend in Paulina.
Shakespeare has endowed her with admirable qualities and beauty and
strength as a foil to Hermione. In contrast to Hermione, Paulina
"is a character strongly drawn from real and conmon life, a clever,
generous, strong minded, warm-hearted woman, fearless in asserting
the truth, firm in her sense of right, enthusiastic in all her
affections: quick in thought, resolute in word, and energetic in
action; buh heed-less, hot-tempered, impatient, loud, bold, voluble,
and turbulent of tongue; regardless of the feelings of those for
whom she would sacrifice her life, and injuring from excess of
zeal those whom she most wishes to serve."
One cannot but admire the tact and discretion of
Shakespeare in his handling of two such positive characters. Here
as in Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare so moves his characters on his
stage that one does not blot out the other. In Romeo and Juliet
he must do away with Mercutio lest he overshadow Romeo, and in the
Y/inters Tale he sees to it that Paulina and Hermione are never
brought together before our eyes. It is through the mouth of a
gentleman toward the end of the play that we learn of the quiet placid
intercourse between Paulina and Hermione during the sixteen years
interval. He says: "I thought she had some great matter there in hand,
for she hath privately, twice or thrice a day, ever since the death
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of Hennione, visited that removed hcuse*" Mrs, Jameson has well
called her one of the striking beauties of the play.
ANTIGONUS
^o think of Paulina is to call to mind that weak good-
natured Antigonus, her husband. Shakespeare has admirably used him
as instrument for Leontes whim. Unlike Camillo, Antigonus is not
strong enough to be master of his convictions but is swayed by the
impassioned Leontes to believe there may be truth in the accusation
of her he has always thought most honorable and true. Antigonus
is like a reed in the wind to be moved by what ever breeze might
blow. And so he consents to be the messenger to bear the child
away to a foreign land to be exposed to the elements of land and
sea. Even as he fulfills his mission he is moved with pity but
not enough to brave the wrath of his king should he show pity.
And so he runs away to be killed by a beast in the wilderness.
CAMELLO
In Camillo, another of Leontes attendants, we find
more admirable qualities in contrast to Antigonus. Camillo is the
staunch true friend of Leontes and Hermione. He is not to be
swayed by the insinuations of the mad Leontes about Hermione. He
is ready to uphold his queen before the world and does not hesitate
to give up position and all to maintain his convictions of what he
thifaks good and true. He is honest, frank, straight-forward and
absolutely trust-worthy, a true friend and a good servant.
MAliOlXIUS
Before we pass to the characters of the latter half
of the Winters Tale there must be some reference to that appealing
character of the play - the boy Mamillius. In just a very few lines
<6
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Shakespeare implants in our hearts and minds the boy who dies of
"thought high for one so tender. Even as we, Hermione must have
recalled those whispered eight words of the tale that was never
ended as she took Perdita to her heart in the place of her
Mamillius,
PERDITA
It is in the latter half of the play that Shakespeare
has created the exquisite and charming Perdita. "Hermione means
grief and endurance, Perdita means beautiful youth and happy love."
Though subordinated to Heimione the characterization is complete
in its silvery and delicate coloring and wholly portrayed by
Shakespeare in the course of one scene.
There is consumate purity and beauty in her character,
all those about her constantly depict her poignant lovliness, innate
superiority and never ceasing charm. Shakespeare has put into her
mouth some of the most beautiful of his poetry in all of his thirty
seven plays. She is so artless, so tender, full of grace, and
coupled with it all there is a strain of sportive gaiety. She is
more imaginative than passionate and a union of pastoral, romantic,
classical and poetical.
Perdita has another characteristic which lends to the
poetical delicacy of the delineation a certain strength and moral
elevation which is peculiarly striking. It is that sense of truth
and rectitude, that upright simplicity of mind, which disdains all
^ crooked and indirect means, which woxild not stoop for an instant to
dissemblance, and is mingled with a noble confidence in her love
and in her lover.
This love of truth, this concientioxisness, which forms
so distinct a feature in the character of Perdita and mingles with
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its picturesque delicacy a certain firmness and dignity, is
maintained consistently to the last." — Mrs. Jameson.
FLORIZEL
Florizel is a princely youth, sincere, earnest and very
much in love. Hudson has referred to Florizel and Perdita as "a
pair of lovers in whom the flame of passion burns as pure and holy
as it ever did on the alter of the human heart,"
AUTOLYCUS
"The clown*3 heads are full of the prices of wool;
they have no thought for roses and nightingales, and their simpli-
city is rather comical than touching. They are more than orer-
matched by the light-fingered Autolycus, who educates them by means
of ballads, and eases them of their purses at the same time. He is
a Jack-of-all-trades , has traveled the country with a monkey, been
a process-server, bailiff, and servant to Prince Florizel; He has
gone about with a puppet-show playing the Prodigal Son; finally he
marries a tinker*s wife and settles down as a confirmed rogue. He
is the clown of the piece, roguish, genial, witty, and always
master of the situation. In spite of the fact that Shakespeare
seized every opportunity to flout the lower classes, that he always
gave a sitirical and repellant picture of them as a mass, yet their
natural wit, good sense, and kind-heartedness are always portrayed
in his clowns with a sympathetic touch. Before his time, the
buffon was never an inherent part of the play; He came on and
danced his jig without any connection with the plot, and was, in
fact, merely intended to amuse the uneducated portion of the
audience and make them laugh. Shakespeare was the first to in-
corporate him into the plot, and to endow him, not merely with the
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jesters ?rit, but with the higher faculties and feelings of the
Fool in Lear, or the gay humor of the vagabond pedlar Autolycus."
— Brandes: William Shakespeare,
Shakespeare must have enjoyed the grand, rich, unctuous,
racy roguish Autolycus as he created him a character in the Winters
Tale. Autolycus is much more than a merry rogue, he is a coward as
well. He confesses that drab and dice, wenching and gaming, have
brought him to rags and want, but he care not-he "^jogs on i' the
footpath way of life, for a merry heart goes all the day, but a sad
one tires in a mile," This is his creed and he lives up to it,
Henry Giles suggests " but for Autolycus, the ideal
world would have wanted its most admirable rascal. He is a brilliant
scape-grace, a knave of many faculties; of sparkling versitility of
parts, with wit equal to his thievery; quick, sharp, and changeable."
Giles also calls Autolycxis a generic Charlatan and goes
on to describe Charlatan as "the man hath the rogue genius in him
like a natural instinct, who is vain of his talent, and who employs
the skill and success of gainful conceit as much for the sense of
power which they gratify as for the money which they bring. ...The
Charlatan represents the lowest qualities of an age as noble forms
represent the highest; as the sage represents its wisdom, the saint
its goodness, the hero its courage, and the martyr its moral grandeur,
the Charlatan represents its ignorance, its selfishness, its venality,
its hypocrisy its vulgarities, and all its sordid materialisms.
True to the period Shakespeare depicted the clown who
has suddenly come into great fortune adorned in stolen finery, and so
be-decked delights in assuming a haughty patronizing air with his
associates.
i
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TI, SCENERY and COSTUME . -
Inasmuch as the "Winter's Tale" pivots upon the decision
of the Oracle of Delphi there seems to be adequate basis for present-
ing the play in Greek period scenery and costume. Charles Kean in
1856 put the play on as a noteworthy and memorable performance and
he is the only authority quoted by Furness in his variorum. This
particular production has been criticised for its absolute adher-
ence to Greek costumes and place. It was said that Kean thereby
spoiled the very spirit of the play as Shakespeare intended it to be.
On the other hand there are the more recent productions
such as the one in "the New Theatre" in New York in 1910 where the
old Shakespearean costumes were used and a complete unit in costume
or setting ignored. But surely there may be a rather happy and
satisfying medium. It does seem that Shakespeare has established
a decided Greek note and so Greek treatment seems plausable. But
both scenery and costume should conform to the Greek simplicity.
Shakespeare wrote with the idea of appealing to the ear and not
through the eye by means of garish bits of scenery painted to
represent the change of place. A simple background is adequate
and preferable to the painted scenes of any Shakespearean pro-
duction. When it is possible a very simple and effective unit
setting would serve admirably. If that is not available a set
of curtains with pillars and odd set pieces here and there may be
used very effectively. What is more, they may be made of inexpen-
sive material. A gray Canton flannel for curtains has been used
with surprising results.
Furniture may be of the simplest. For instance, the
three throne chairs may be provided for by putting up a moveable
platform covered with material or alabastine paint to blend with
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the set# On it may be placed three ordinary arm chairs covered
with a throw of some material and color to set off the costiames of
the characters who use them. Again, in the trial scene the single
chair on a small platfoim and another on a lower and smaller one
for Hermione may be treated in like manner. In this particular
instance the throne chair should be in color and Hermione 's in
black. If period furniture is not to be had an oblong table, not
too large, with a mantle of some kind covering it would serve very
well, seats may be suggested in like manner.
Now to the matter of costumes. Greek costumes do not
mean a colorless picture. In fact color was used in many and
varying shades by the Greeks. They liked the rich colors ~
Purples, gold, blues, green, burnt orange etc. Much of the effective-
ness of the costume lies in the draping and arrangement. Variety is
to be kept in mind.
There are a number of illustrated references to the
play in back numbers of the Theatre Magazine. To enumerate
Theatre Magazine — 1905
Viola Allen* 8 Production of the '^inter^s Tale."
Page 41 February number.
1. - The Trial Scene
2. - A Roadway in Bohemia
3. - The Regeneration of the Statue
(Note the Greek costumes )
Theatre Magazine — 1904 Page 239
Viola Allen as Perdita (Especially commended by critics
in this role)
Viola Allen — Excellent picture of statue. Page 266.
Theatre Magazine — 1910 Page 145
Charles Balsar and Edith Wynne Mathison in the
Winters Tale produced at the
New Theatre, New York.
Picture of Edith Wynne Mathison as Hermione. Page 143.
There are two interesting treatments of costume which
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may be referred to with profit. They are:-
Sixteen Designs for the Theatre, by Albert Daniel,
Rutherson — 1881.
Theatre Costume — Volume IV — by M, Trentsensky,
London. Joseph, Buyers Sc Co, (18)
Pages 189-212.
Of the above mentioned the second is the more helpful
especially in the matter of variety, suggestion for draping, and
for settings in several instances. There is also another source
for suggestions in the Mary Anderson version of the play,— 1889.
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VII. INCIDENTAL mSIC ;»
Inasmuch as a presentation of the play the Winters Tale
seems more complete with a suggestion of the Greek period in scenery
costume, a Pyrrhic dance seems a fitting opening. It wsls a custom
to furnish such entertainment at a Greek feast. Keene opened his
play at the feast but to facilitate matters for our simple presen-
tation it seems desirable to introduce the dance in the anti-
chamber of the palace at the conclusion of the feast. Such an
opening gives the production a vital beginning.
Then we have the dances introduced in the rural scene
of the second part of the play. The speech of the servant in Act
IV Sc.iiii about the pedlar has led the critics to believe that
Shakespeare has made definite reference to the rustic dance called
fading. The speech is:- "he has the prettiest love songs for maids;
so without baudry, which is strange, with such delicate burdens of
•dildos' and fadings*". Some coianentators
,
however, consider that
only the song was meant.
Malone quotes a passage from 'Sportive Wit" 1666 which
implies that fading meant a rustic dance:
"The coxirtiers scorn us country clov/ns,
We Goiintry clowns do scorn the court;
We can be as merry upon the downs
As you at midnight with all your sport,
Y/ith a fading , with a fading. "
Dyce in his boolt on Folk Lore of Shakespeare has suggest-
ed a ntmiber of references pertinent to the folk dance. They are:
Knight's Pictorial Shakespeare Vol. II. p. 375; Dyce's "Glossary"
1836, p. 152; "British Popular Customs", 1876, pp. 276-277; also
Chappell*s "Popular Wusic of the Olden Time," second edition. Vol.
I, p. 235; Nare*s "Glossary", Vol. I. p. 292.
The Satyrs dance was not an unconmon form of entertain-
f
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ment in Shakespeare's day. The dance is introduced in this scene
by the servant who says: "Master, there is three carters, three
shepherds, three neat-herds, three swine-herds, that have made
themselves all men of hair; they call themselves Saltiers."
Again Duer provides the following references: Douce *s
"Illustrations of Shakespeare," p. E2£; Knight's "Pictorial Shakes-
peare," Vol. II, p.384; "Singer's Shakespeare," Vol IV, p.85;
Boswell's "Shakespeare" Vol. XIV, p. 371.
It is Alfred Roffe (A musical Triad, etc., London,
1878, p. 14) who has said: "Autolycus, questionable, and indeed
utterly indifensible as he is morally , must certainly be placed
among Shakespeares maisical characters," And so it is through
Autolycus that the six songs, which have been set to music, are
introduced,
When daffodils begin to peer" — IV-iii-1,
•But shall I go mo\irn for that, my dear*—IV-iii-17,
GrOg-on, jog-on, the foot-path way'—rV-iii-lS5.
'Lawn, as white as driven snow'—IV-4-250.
'Get you hence, for I must go*—IV-4-324.
•Will you buy my tape?' —IV-4-345.
Both Knight and Chappell give the music notation for
Gog-on, jog-on" but it is in "Shakespeare and Music" by Edward W.
Naylor, London, 1896 p,19E that the simplest arrangement may be
found. The music for "Lawn, as white as driven snow" is in Wilsons
"Cheerfull Ayres or Ballads," Oxford 1660. The music for these
two songs may also be obtained from the Purness "Variorum" pp.
387 and 388. A list of all the Songs and Passages in Shakespeare
which have been set to music published by the New Shakespeare
Society, London 1884 will furnish the source for the remaining
four songs.
< (
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VIII
EROllPT BOOK (as compiled frcan variotis sources)
c
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DRAMA.TIS PERSOME
Leontes, King of Sicllia
Mamlllius, his Son
Camillo \
Antigonus
Cleomenes Sicilian Lords
Dion
Phocian
Thasius /
Polixenes, King of Bohemia
Florizel, his Son
Archidamus, a Bohemian Lord
Old Shepherd, reputed Father of Perdita
Clown, his Son
Neatherd
Antolycus, a Rogue
Gaoler
Mariner
Hermione, Queen to Leontes
Perdita, Daughter to Leontes and Hermione
Pauline, V/ife to Antigonus
Emilia \
Lamia > Ladies attending the Queen
Hero )
Greek Maidens
^-ovaa.
\ Shepherdesses
Dorcas )
Officers, Guards, and Senator
Dancers
(Scene; Sicilia and Bohemia.)
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act I.
Scene 1 - Sicilia, A Room of State in the Palace of Leontes. - Full stage
Act II.
Scene 1 - Sicilia, A Room in the Palace. - Full stage
Scene 2 - Outer Ward of a Prison.
Scene 3 - Sicilia, A Room in the Palace, - Full stage
Act III.
Scene 1 - Sicilia, A Place of Justice, - Full stage
Scene 2 - Bohemia, A Desert Country near the Sea. - Full stage
(Lapse of sixteen years)
Act IV.
Scene 1 - Bohemia, A Road near the Shepherd's Cottage.
Scene 2 - Bohemia, Before the Shepherd's Cottage - Full stage
Act T.
Scene 1 - Sicilia, A Room in Leontes Palace. - Full stage
Scene 2 - Sicilia, A Chapel in Paulina's House. - Full stage
4t
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THE WINTER »S TALE
ACT FIRST
Scene I
(Sicilia. Ante-chaniber in the palace of Xeontes,
Platform with 3 throne chairs R. and bench L,
Entrances 0.R. ,U.L, andU.C.)
(Enter Camillo and Archidamus. U.R.)
Arch* (R. of C.) If you shall chance, Camillo, to visit Bohe-
mia on the like occasion whereon my services are
now on foot, you shall see, as I have said, great
difference betwixt our Bohemia and your Sicilia.
Cam. (L. of C.) I think, this coming summer, the King of
Sicilia means to pay Bohemia the visitation
Which he justly owes him.
Arch. Wherein our entertainment shall shame us we
will be justified in our loves; for indeed - we
cannot with such magnificence - in so rare - I know
"not what to say.
Cam, You pay a great deal too dear for what's
given freely.
Arch. Believe me, I speak as my understanding in-
structs me and as mine honesty puts it to
utterance.
Cam. Sicilia cannot show himself over-kind to
Bohemia. They were train'd together in their
childhoods; and there rooted betwixt them then
such an affection, which cannot choose but
branch now. The heavens continue their loves!
Arch, I think there is not in the world either
malice or matter to alter it. You have an un-
speakable comfort of your young prince Mamillius.
It is a gentleman of the greatest promise that
ever came into my note.
Cam. (Warning for music) I very well agree with you in the
hopes of him. It is a gallant child; one that
indeed physics the subject, makes old hearts
fresh. They that went on crutches ere he was
born desire yet their life. to see him a man.
Arch. Would they else be content to die?
Cam. Tes; if there were no other excuse why they
should desire to live.
'4
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Arch, (Cue for music) If the King had no son, they would
desire to live on crutches till he had one.
(Retire U.R.)
(Enter Leontes, Hermione, r.'amillius, Polixenes, Paulina
and attendents. U.L, Leontes, Hermione and Polixenes
sit in throne chairs R. during the dance. T^amillius
stands L. with Paulina. After dance Folixenes and
Leontes, advance to front R. - Hermione crosses L. to
Mamillius
.
)
Pol. Nine changes of the watery star hath been
The shepherd's note since we have left our throne
Without a burden; time as long again
Would be fill*d up, my brother, with our thanks,
And yet we should for perpetuity,
Go hence in debt; and therefore, like a cipher,
Yet standing in rich place, I multiply
With one "We thank you" many thousands moe
That go before it.
Leon. (C.) Stay your thanks a while.
And pay them when you part,
Pol» Sir, that's to-morrow.
I am question*d by my fears, of what may chance
Or breed upon our absence. Besides I have
stay*d.
To tire your Royalty.
Leon. We are toxigher, brother.
Than you can put us to*t.
Pol. No longer stay.
Leon. One seven-night longer, (Her. coming D.L,
)
Pol. Very sooth, to-morrow.
Leon. Vife*ll part the time between *s then; and in that
1*11 no gainsaying.
Pol* Press me not, beseech you, so»
There is no tongue that moves, none, none i» the
world,
So soon as yours could win me. J^y affairs
Do even drag me homeward; which to hinder
Were in your love a whip to me; my stay
To you a charge and trouble. To save both.
Farewell, our brother.
Leon. Tongue-tied our Queen? Speak you.
Her. I had thought sir, to have helf my peace until
You had drawn oaths from him not to stay. You, sir,
Charge him too coldly. Tell him, you are sure
All in Bohemia's well; this satisfaction
The by-gone day proclaimed. Say this to him.
He's beat from his best ward.
Leon. Well said, Hermione.
Her. To tell, he longs to see his son, were strong;
But let him say so then, and let him go;
But let him swear so, and he shall not stay;
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We'll thwack him hence with diataffs. (Her. cross
to Pol. I eon. coxinter to Mamillius, Both move
D.R. to throne.
)
Tet of your royal presence 1*11 adventure
The borrow of a week. When at Bohemia
You take my lord, 1*11 give him my commission
To let him there a month behind the gest
Prefix*d for*s parting; yet, good deed, Leontes,
I love thee not a jar o* the clock behind
What lady she her lord. You'll stajr?
Pol* No, madam.
Her. Nay, but you will?
Pol. I may not, verily.
Her, Verily!
You put me off with limber vows; but I,
Though you would seek to unsphere the stars
with oaths,
Should yet say, "Sir, no going." Verily,
You shall not go; a lady's "Verily" 's
As potent as a lord's. Will you go yet?
Force me to keep you as prisoner,
Not like a guest; so you shall pay your fees
When you depart, and save your thanks. How
say you?
1^ prisoner or my guest? By your dread
"Verily,"
One of them you shall be.
Pol. Your guest, then, madam.
To be your prisoner should import offending,
Which is for me less easy to commit
Than you to punish.
Her. Not your gaoler, then,
But your kind hostess. (Crosses to bench L. with
Pol. and they sit)
Come, I'll question you
Of my lord's tricks and yours when you were
boys.
You were pretty lordings then?
Pol. We were, fair Queen,
Two lads that thought there was no more behind
But such a day to-morrow as to-day,
And to be boy eternal.
Hsr, Was not my lord
The verier wag o' the two?
Pol. We were as twinn'd lambs that did frisk i' the sun,
And bleat the one at the other. What we chang'd
Was innocence for innocence; we knew not
The doctrine of ill-doing, no, nor dream'
d
That any did.
Leon. (Coming forward to C.) Is he won yet?
Hsr. He'll stay, my lord. (Rise and come to L.C. with
Pol. at L.
)
Leon, At my request he would not,
Hermione, my dearest, thou never spok'st
To better purpose.
r
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Her. Never?
Leon. Never, but once.
Her, What! have I t?rice said well? When wasH
before?
I prithee tell me;
Leon. Why, that was when
Three crabbed months had sour*d themselves to
death,
Ere I could make thee open thy white hand
And clap thyself my love; then didst thou utter,
"I am yours for ever."
Her. (Turning to Leon, who takes her hand.
)
•Tis grace indeed.
Why, lo you now, I have spoke to the purpose
twice:
The one for ever earn*d a royed husband;
The other for some while a friend.
(Gives her hand to Polixenes.)
Leon. (Aside.) Too hot, too hotltCrosses
R.C.)
To mingle friendship far is mingling bloods; my
heart dances.
But not for Joy; not Joy. Mamillius,
Art thou my boy?
Mem. (D.R.) Ay, my good lord.
Leon. I* fecks!
Why, that's my bawcock. What, hast smutch'd
thy nose?
They say it is a copy out of mine. Come, captain.
We must be neat; not neat, but cleanly, captain.
They say we are
Almost as like as eggs; women say so,
They will say anything. Come, sir page.
Look on me with your welkin eye. Sweet villain!
(Lifting f'em,
)
Most dearest! my collopj Can thy dam? -
may*t be? -
Pol.(L.C.) What means Sicilia?
Her. Bb something seems xinsettled.
Pol. (Coming forward L.C.) How, my lord!
What cheer? How is*t with you, best brother?
Her. (D.L. ) You look
As if you held a brow of much distraction.
Are you mov*d, my lord?
Leon. (C. Looking R. toward Mam.) No, in good earnest.
How sometimes nature will betray its folly.
Its tenderness, and make itself a pastime
To harder bosoms! Looking on the lines
Of my boy*s face, methoughts I did recoil
Twenty-three years, and saw myself unbreech'd
In my green velvet coat, my dagger muzzl*d.
Lest it should bite its master, and so prove.
As ornaments oft do, too dangerous.
t
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How 111^0* methought, I then was to this kernel
»
This squash, this gentleman. Mine honest friend,
Will you take eggs for money?
Mam. No, my lord, I»ll fight.
Leon. You will! Why, happy man he's dole! ISy
brother,
Are you so fond of your young prince as we
Do seem to be of ours?
Pol. If at home, sir,
He»s all my exercise, my mirth, my matter,
Now my sworn friend and then mine enemy,
l£y parasite, my soldier, statesman, all.
Leon. So stands this squire
Offic»d with me. We two will walk, my lord,
And leave you to your graver steps, Hermlone,
How thou lov'st us, show in our brother's wel-
come;
Let what is dear in Sicily be cheap.
Next to thyself and my young rover, he's
Apparent to my heart.
Her. If you would seek us.
We are yours i* the garden.
Leon. To your own bents dispose you; you'll be
found.
Be you beneath the sky. (Aside) I am angling
now.
Though you perceive me not how I give line.
Go to, go toJ
(Exeunt Polixenes, Hermlone, and attendants,
TJ.L. or U.C. Leontes watches them go then
turns back to L.C.)
Gone already!
Go, play, boy, play. (Mam. comes to Leon.) Thy
mother plays, and I
Play too, but so disgrac'd a part, whose issue
Will hiss me to my grave; contempt and clamour
Will be my knell. Go, play, boy, play. (Camillo
enters U.B.)
Leon. What, Camillo there?
Cam. Ay, my good lord.
Leon* Go play, Mamillius; thou'rt an honest man.
(Exit Mamillius, U.C. or U.L. Camillo
comes down to B. of Leontes.)
Camillo, this great sir will yet stay longer.
Cam. You had much ado to make his anchor hold.
When you cast out, it still came home.
Leon. Didst note it?
Cam. He would not stay at yovir petitions; made
His bxisiness more material.
Leon. Didst i)ercelve it?
How came't, Camillo, that he did stay?
Cam. At the good Queen's entreaty.
Leon. At the Queen's be't; "good" should be pertinent;
But, so It is, it is not. Was this taken
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By any understanding pate but thine?
Cam. I think most understand
Bohemia stays here longer.
Leon. E&l
Cam. stays here longer.
Leon. Ay, but whjr?
Cam. To satisfy your Highness and the entreaties
Of our most gracious mistress.
Leon. Satisfy!
The entreaties of your mistress! Satisfy!
Let that suffice. I have trusted thee, Camillo,
With all the nearest things to my heart, but we have
been
Deceived in thy Integrity, deceiv*d
In that which seems so. Thou art not honest, or.
If thou inclin*st that way, thou art a coward.
Which boxes honesty behind, restraining
From course re(iuir*d; or else thou must be
counted
A servant grafted in my serioiis trust
And therein negligent; or else a fool
That seest a game play'd home, the rich stake
drawn,
And tak*st it all for Jest.
Cam. Irty gracious lord.
In your affairs, if ever I were wilful-negligent,
It was my folly; if Industriously
I play*d the fool; it was my negligence,
Not weighing well the end; if ever fearful
To do a thing, where I the issue doubted, *twas a fear
Which oft Infects the wisest: these, my lord.
Are such allow* d infirmities that honesty
Is never free of. But, beseech yoxir Grace,
Be plainer with me; let me know my trespass
By its own visage. If I then deny it,
•Tis none of mine.
Leon. Ha* not you seen, Camillo, -
But that's past doubt, you have, - or heard, -
For to a vision so apparent rumour
Cannot be mute, - or thought, - for cogitation
Besides not in that man that does not think, -
}Sy wife is slippery? (Crosses D.L.
)
Cam. I would not be a stander-by to hear
Wy sovereign mistress clouded so, without
My present vengeance taken. Shrew my heart.
You never spoke what did become you less
Than this.
Leon. (Coming to L.of G.) Is whispering nothing?
Is leaning cheek to cheek? Is meeting noses?
Kissing with inside lip? stopping the career
Of laughter with a sigh? - a note infallible
Of breaking honesty; - horsing foot on foot?
Skulking in corners? wishing clocks more swift?
Hours, minutes? noon, midnight? and all eyes
Blind with the pln-and-web but theirs, theirs only.
<
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That would unseen be wicked? Is this nothing?
Vfhy, then the world and all that's in't is nothing;
The covering sky is nothing; Bohemia nothing;
1^ wife is nothing; nor nothing have these nothings,
If this be nothing.
Cam, Good my lord, be cur*d
Of this diseas*d opinion, and betimes;
For *tis most dangerous.
Leon. Say it be, *tis true.
Cam. No, no, my lord.
Leon. It is; you lie, you liel
I say thou liest, Camillo, and I hate thee.
Canst with thine eyes at once see good and evil
Inclining to them both. Were my wife's liver
Infected as her life, she would not live
The running of one glass.
Cam. Who does infect her?
Leon. Why, he that wears her like her medal, hanging
About his neck, Bohemia; who, if I
Had servants true about me, that bare eyes
To see alike mine honour as their profits.
Their own particular thrifts, they would do that
Which should undo more doing; ay, and thou.
His cup-bearer, - mightst bespice a cup.
To give mine enemy a lasting wink;
Which draught to me were cordied.
Cam. Sir, my lord,
I could do this, and that with no rash potion.
But with a lingering dram that should not work
Maliciously like poison; but I cannot
Believe this crack to be in my dread mistress.
So sovereignly being honourable.
Leon. Dost think I am so muddy, so unsettled.
To appoint myself in this vexation, sully
Give scandal to the blood o» the Prince my son.
Who I do think is mine and love as mine.
Without ripe moving to't? Would I do this?
Could man so blench?
Cam* I must believe you, sir;
I do; and will fetch off Bohemia for»t;
Provided that, when he*s removed, your Highness
Will take again your queen as yours at first.
Even for your son's sake; and thereby forsealing
The injury of tongues in courts and kingdoms
Known and allied to yours.
Leon. Thou dost advise me
Even so as I mine own course have set down.
1*11 give no blemish to her honour, none.
Cam. lord.
Go then; and with a countenance as clear
As friendship wears at feasts, keep with Bohemia
And with your queen. I am his cupbearer:
If from me he have wholesome beverage.
Account me not your servant.
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Leon. (Hand on Camillo»s shoulder) This is all,
Do*t and thou hast the one half of my heart;
Do*t no, thou split *st thine own»
Cain* I'll do*t, my lord.
Leon. I will seem friendly, as thou hast advis»d me.
(Exit)
Cam. (Cross D.L. ) miserable lady! But, for me,
What case stand I in? I must be the poisoner
Of good Polixenes; and my ground to do*t
Is the obedience to a master, one
Who in rebellion with himself will have
All that are his so too. To do this deed,
Prcanotion follows. If I coxild find example
Of thoxisands that had struck anointed kings
And flourished after, I'd not do*t; I must
Forsake the court. To do*t, or no, is certain
To me a break-neck. Happy star reign nowj
Here comes Bohemia, (Coming to L,C.)
(Re-enter Polixenes U,R,)
Pol. This is strange; methinks
15y favour here begins to warp. Not speak!
Good day, Camillo, (Grosses R, of G.)
Cam. Hail, most royal sir!
Pol. What is the news i* the court? (Both moving down
stage)
Cam. None rare, my lord.
Pol. The King hath on him such a countenance
As he had lost some province and a region
Lov'd as he loves himself. Even now I met him
With customary compliment; when he.
Wafting his eyes to the contrary and falling
A lip of mcuch contempt, speeds from me, and
So leaves me to consider what is breeding
That changeth thus his manners.
Cam. I dare not know, my lord.
Pol. How! dare not!
Cam. There is a sickness
Which puts some of us in distemper, but
I cannot name the disease; and it is caught
Of you that yet are well.
Pol. How! caught of mel
Ifake me not sighted like the basilisk.
I have looked on thousands, who have sped the better
By my regard, but kill*d none so. Camillo, -
If you know aught which does behove my know-
ledge
Thereof to be informed, imprison't not
In ignorant concealment.
Cam. I may not answer,
Pol. I must be answered. Dost thou hear, Camillo?
I conjure thee, by all the parts of man
Which honour does acknowledge, whereof the
least
Is not this suit of mine, that thou declare
What incidency thou dost guess of harm
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Is creeping toward me; how far off, how near;
Which way to be prevented, if to be;
If not, how best to bear it.
Cam. Sir, I will tell you,
Since I am charg*d in honour and by him
That I think honourable; therefore mark my
counsel,
Which must be even as swiftly followed as
I mean to utter it, or both yourself and me
Cry lost, and so good night!
Pol. On, good CamlUo.
Cam. I am appointed him to murder you.
Pol. By whom, Camillo?
Cam. By the King.
Pol» For what?
Cam. He thinks, nay, will all confidence he swears,
that you have touched his queen
Forbiddenly.
Pol. 0, then my best blood turn
To an Infected jelly, and my name
Be yok*d with his that did betray the Best!
Pol. How should this grow?
Cam. I know not; but I am sure *tis safer to
Avoid what»s grown than question how 'tis born.
If therefore you dare trust my honesty.
That lies enclosed in this trunk which you
Shall bear along impawn* d, away to-nl^tS
For myself, I»ll put
ISy fortunes to your service, which are here
By this discovery lost. Be not uncertain;
For, by the honour of my parents, I
Have uttered truth, which if you seek to prove,
I dare not stand by; nor shall you be safer
Than one condemn*d by the King's own mouth,
thereon
His execution sworn.
Pol. I do believe thee;
I saw his heart in*8 face. Give me thy hand.
(Takss the hand of Cam.
)
Be pilot to me, and thy places shall
Still neighbour mine. Hfj ships are ready and
My people did expect my hence departure.
Good expedition be my friend, and comfort
The gracious queen; - part of his theme, but
nothing
Of his ill-ta*en suspicion! Come, Camillo;
Cam. It is in mine authority to conmand
The keys of all the posterns. Please your
Highness
To take the urgent hour. Come, sir, away.
(Exeunt U.R.)
(Curtain)
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ikCT SECOND
Scene I
(Sicilla. A room in the palace. Heimione, Mamillius,
and Ladles are on stage. Hemlone seated R. on bench
or couch - Mamillius kneeling on bench H. of Hermione.
Emilia H. of table L* and Lamia L. of table.)
HBr» Take the boy to you; he troubles me,
*Tis past enduring*
Em. Come, my gracious lord,
Shall I be your playfellow?
Mam* No, 1*11 none of you.
Em. Why, my sveet lord?
Mam* 7ou*ll kiss me hard and speak to me as if
I were a baby still* - I love you better* (Crosses
back of table.)
Lam* And why so, my lord?
Mam* (Eneeling on seat back of table L. ) Not for because
Your brows are blacker; yet blaok brows,they say.
Become seme wcmen best, so that there be not
Too much hair there, but in a semicircle*
Or a half-moon made with a pen.
Lam* Who taught this?
Mam* 1 learnt it out of w<men*s faces. (To Em.) Pray now
What colour are your eyebrows?
Em* Blue, my lord*
Mam. Nay, that*s a mock* I have seen a lady's nose
That has been blue, but not her eyebrows* (All laugh)
Her. What wisdom stirs amongst you? Come, sir, now
I am for you again* Pray you, sit by us.
And tell*s a tale*
Mam. (Jumping down) Merry or sad shall *t be?
Her* As merry as you will.
Mam* (Crosses to C*) A sad tale's best for winter* I have one
Of sprites and goblins*
Her. Let's have that, good sir.
Come on, sit down; come on, and do your best
To fright me with your sprites; you're powerful at
it.
Mam. There was a man - (Crossing to B.C.)
Her. Nay, come, sit down; then on.
Stem. Dwelt by a churchyard. I will tell it softly;
(Kneels on bench beside Her. and whispers to her.)
Tond crickets shall not hear it*
Her. Come on, then.
And give't me in mine ear*
(Off stage)
Leon* Was he met there? his train? Camillo with him?
(Enter Leontss , with ^tigonus and others. Phocian
and 4 guards U.L. Ladies retire U*R* - Leontes C*
Phocian TT.L.C. Antigonus D.L.)
Phoc* Behind the tuft of pines 1 met them; never
Saw I men scour so on their way* 1 eyed
<( t
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Them even to their ships.
Leon* How blest am I
In my Just censure, in my true opinion!
Alack, for lesser knowledge J How accursed
In being so blest! (Her. rises)
There is a plot against my life, my crown.
All*s true that is mistrusted. That false villain
Whom I employ *d was pre-employ*d by him.
He has discovered my design, and I
Remain a pinch* d thing; yes, a very trick
For them to play at will. How come the posterns
So easily open? (Her. moves D.R. with Ivliam.
)
(I) Lord. By his great authority;
Which often hath no less prevailed than so
On your command.
Leon. I know't too well.
Give me the boy. (Snatches boy from Her. hands
him to Phoc. who takes boy out U.L.
)
Her. What is this? Sport?
Leon.(C.) Bear the boy hence; he shall not come about her.
Away with him. (Her. retires to couch.)
You, my lords,
Look on her, mark her well; be but about
To say she is a goodly lady, and
The justice of your hearts will thereto add
Tis pity she's not honest, honourable. (Her.
moves D.R.) but be*t known.
From him that has most cause to grieve it should
be,
She*s an adulteress.
Her»(R. ) Should a villain say so.
The most replenished villain in the world.
He were as much more villain: you, my lord.
Do but mistake. (Retire up to couch and sit.)
Leon. You have mistook, my lady,
Polixenes for Leontes; I have said
She*s an adulteress; I have said with whom;
More, she's a traitor, and Camillo is
A fedary with her, ay, and she's privy
To this their late escape.
Her, No, by my life,
Privy to none of this. How will this grieve you.
When you shall come to clearer knowledge, that
You thus have published mo! Gentle, my lord.
You scarce can right me throughly then to say
You did mistake.
Leon. No; If I mistake
In those foundations which I build upon.
The centre is not big enough to bear
A school-boy's top. Away with her, to prison!
(Ladies espostulate.
)
He who shall speak for her is afar off guilty
But that he speaks. (Throws himself in chair R.of
table.
)
Bar. (Rises and comes D.R. and ladies join her.) There's some
ill planet reigns;
I must be patient till the heavens look
I(
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With an aspect more favourable, (Coming C.)
Good my lords,
1 am not prone to weeping, as our sex
Commonly are, the want of which vain dew
Perchance shall dry your pities; but I have
That honourable grief lodg*d here which burns
Worse than tears drown. Beeseech you all, my
lords
,
With thoughts so qualified as your charities
Shall best instruct you, measure me; and so
The King* 8 will be performed!
Leon. (To the guards.) Shall I be heard?
Her, (To Leon.) Who is*t that goes with me? Beeseech your
Highness,
I^y women may be with me, (Ladies join Her. and
drop on knees on either side weeping.
)
Do not weep, good fools;
There is no cause. When you shall know your
mistress
Has deserv*d prison, then abound in tears
As I come out; this action 1 now go on
Is for my better grace. Adieu, my lord,
I never wished to see you sorry; now
I trust I shall. My women, come; you have
leave, (Ladies rise.)
Leon* Go, do our bidding; hence!
(Exit (^ueen guarded, with Ladies,U.L,)
Fhoc, (U.L.) Beseech your Highness, call the ^een again*
Ant,(L.C.) Be certain what you do, sir, lest your Justice
Prove violence; in the which three great ones
suffer.
Yourself, your queen, your son,
Phoc, For her, my lord,
I dare my life lay down and will do*t, sir,
Please you to accept it, that the Queen is spotless,
Leon, (U.R,C. ) Hold your peaces.
Ant, It is for you we speak, not for ourselves.
You are abus*d, and by seme putter-on
That will be damn»d for 't; (Cross R.)
Leon, We need no more of your advice. The matter,
The loss, the gain, the ordering on*t, is all
Properly ours. (C.
)
Ant, And I wish, my liege.
You had only in your silent Judgement tried it,
Without more overture,
Leon, Either thou art most ignorant by age.
Or thou wert born a fool. Camillo's flight.
Added to their familiarity.
Which was as gross as ever touch*d conjecture,
Doth push on this proceeding.
Yet, for a greater confirmation,
For in an act of this importance 'twere
Most piteous to be wild, I have dispatch* d in post
To sacred Delphos, to Apollo *s temple,
Clemones and Dion, whom you know
Of stuff *d sufficiency. Now from the oracle
t t
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They will bring all; whose spiritual counsel had,
I shall stop or spur ne« Have I don© well?
Phoc«(L.C.) Well done, my lord.
Leon. Though I am satisfi*d and need no more
Than what I know, yet shall the oracle
Give rest to the minds of others,. So have we
thought it good
From our free person she should be confined.
Lost that the treachery of the two fled hence
Be left her to perform. Come, follow us;
(Exit R.U.)
(Curtain)
Scene II
(Outer ward of a prison.
)
(Enter Paulina, Phocian and Thasius H.)
Paul. (Crosses to C.) The keeper of the prison, call to him;
Let him have knowledge who I am.
(Exit Thasius L. Paul, crosses
D.R.) Good lady,
No court in Europe is too good for thee;
What dost thou then in prison?
(Re-enter Thasivis with the
Gaoler L. Thasius and Phocian go R.C. Paulina
to C.)
Now, good sir,
You know me, do you not?
Gaol.(L.C.) For a worthy lady.
And one who much I honour.
Paul. Pray you then.
Conduct me to the Queen.
Gaol. I may not, madam.
To the contrary I have express commandment.
Paul. Here* a ado
To lock up honesty and honour from
The access of gentle visitors! IsH lawful, pray you.
To see her wcmen? Any of them? Emilia?
Gaol. So please you, madam.
To put apart these your attendants, I
Shall bring Emilia forth.
Paul. I pray now, call her.
Withdraw yourselves.
(Exeunt Phocian and Thasius R.)
Gaol. And, madam,
I must be present at your conference.
Paul. Well, be't so, prithee. (Gaoler exits L. Pauline
crosses D.R. and back to center on speech.)
Eere*s such ado to make no stain a stain
As passes colouring.
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(Re-enter Gaoler, with Emilia L. Gaoler stands U.L,)
Dear gentlewoman,
How fares our gracioiis lady?
£mil. (L.C.) As well as one so great and so forlorn
May hold together. On her frights and griefs.
Which never tender lady hath borne greater,
She is something before her time delivered,
Paul. A boy?
Emil» A daughter, and a goodly babe.
Lusty and like to live. The Queen receives
Much comfort in»t; says,
"1/Iy poor prisoner,
I am innocent as you.**
Paul. I dare be sworn.
These dangerous unsafe lunes 1* the King, beshrew
them!
He must be told on*t, and he shall. The office
Becomes a woman best; 1*11 tak*t upon me.
If I prove honey-mouth* d, let my tongue blister
Pray you, Emilia
Commend my best obedience to the Queen.
If she dares trust me with her little babe,
1*11 show*t the King and undertake to be
^r advocate to the loud*st. We do not know
^w he may soften at the sight o* the child.
The silence often of pure innocence
Persuades when speaking fails.
Emil. Most worthy madam.
Your honour and your goodness is so evident
That your free undertaking cannot miss
A thriving issue. Please your ladyship
To visit the next room, 1*11 presently
Acquaint the Queen of your most noble offer;
Who to-day haiiiiier*d of this design,
But durst not tempt a minister of honour,
Lest she should be deni'd.
Paul* Tell her, Emilia,
1*11 use that tongue I have. If wit flow from't
As boldness from my bosom, let-t not be doubted
I shall do good.
Kmil. Now be you blest for it!
1*11 to the Queen.
(Exit)
Gaol. (Coming to L.C.)
Madam, if*t please the Queen to send the babe,
I know not what I shall incur to pass it.
Having no warrant.
Paul. 7ou need not fear it, sir.
Upon my honour, I will stand betwixt you and
danger.
(Exeunt L. Paulina first.)
m
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Scen6 III
(A room in Leontes* palace, same as scene I* Leontes
is discovered pacing from D.H. - U.L. and to C.)
Leon. Nor night nor day no rest. It is but weakness
To bear the matter thus; say that she were gone,
Given to the fire, a moiety of my rest
Might come to me again* (Enter Antigonus U*R»)
Who»s there?
Ant. ISy lord?
Leon. How does the boy?
Ant. He took good rest to-night;
*Tls hop*d his sickness is discharg*d*
Leon. To see his nobleness!
Conceiving the dishonour of his mother.
He straight declined, dropp*d, took it deeply, (Cross
D.lJ
Fastened and fii'd the shame on't in himself,
Threw off his spirit, his appetite, his sleep,
And downright languish* d. Fie, fie! no thought
of him; (Crosses R. of C, Antigonus has moved R»
The very thought of my revenges that way
Recoil upon me: in himself too mighty.
And in his parties, his alliance. Let him be
Until a time may serve; for present vengeance,
Take it on her. (C) Camillo and Polixenes
Laugh at me, make their pastime at my sorrow.
They should not laugh if I could reach them,
nor
Shall she within my power. (Cross D.L.
}
(Fhocian, Thasius and Paulina with babe outside.)
You must not enter.
Nay, rather, good my lords, be second to me»
Fear you his tyrannous passion more, alas.
Than the Q^een*s life? A gracious innocent soul,
More free than he is jealous.
That's enough.
Madam, he hath not slept to-night; comnanded
None should come at him.
Not so hot, good sir;
I come to bring him sleep. (Enter Paulina with babe
followed by Phocian and Thasius U.R.
)
•Tis such as you.
That creep like shadows by him and do sigh
At each his needless heavings, such as you
Nourish the cause of his awaking. I
Do come with words as medicinal as true.
Honest as either, to purge him of that humour
That presses him from sleep.
What noise there, ho?
No noise, my lord; but needful conference
Fhoc.
Paul.
Ant.
Phoc.
Paul.
Leon.
Paul.
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About some gossips for your Highness. (Coining
C. Antigones goes D.R. and the two lords
retire U.R.)
Leon* Howl
Away with that audacious lady.: Antigonus,
I charg*d thee that she should not come about me:
I knew she would.
Ant. I told her so, my lord,
On your displeasure's peril and on mine.
She should not visit you.
Faul.(C.) Good my liege, I come;
And, I beseech you, hear me, who professes
l^yself your loyal servant, your physician.
Your most obedient counsellor, I say, I come
From your good queen.
Leon.(L.C.) Good queen!*
Paul. Good queen, my lord,
Good queen; I say good queen;
And would by combat make her good, so were I
A man, the worst about you.
Leon. Force her hence.
Paul. (Lords: advance.) Let him that makes but trifles of his eyes
First hand me. On mine own accord 1*11 off.
But first 1*11 do my errand. (Lords retire U.R. again)
The good queen.
For she is good, hath brought you forth a daughter;
Here *tis; comaends it to yoxir blessing. (Laying down
the child on couch E.)
Leon. Outs
Hence with her, out o* doorl
Paul. Not so.
Leon. Traitors!
Will you not push her out? Give her the bastard.
Thou dotard! thou art woman-tir *d, unroosted
By thy dame Parlet here. Take up the bastard;
Take*t up, I say; give*t to thy crone.
Paul. (Antigonus starts to pick up babe.) For ever
Unvenerable be thy hands, if thou
Tak'st up the Princess by that forced baseness
Which he has put upon*t!
Leon. He dreads his wife.
Paul. So I would you did; then 'twere past all doubt
You*d call your children yours.
Leon. (Turns D.L.) A nest of traitors!
Ant.(R.C.) I am none, by this good light.
Paul.(C.) Nor I, nor any
But one that's here, and that's himself; for he
The sacred honour of himself, his queen's.
His hopeful son's, his babe's, betrays to slander,
Whose sting is sharper than the sword's, and will
not - once remove
The root of his opinion, which is rotten
As ever oak or stone was sound.
Leon* A gross hag!
And, lozel, thou art worthy to be hang'd,
That wilt not stay her tongue.
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Ant. Hang all the husbands
That cannot do that feat, you'll leave yourself
Hardly one subject. (Retire D.R.)
Leon. Once more, take her hence.
Paul. A most unworthy and unnatural lord
Can do no more.
Leon. {Advance toward Paul.) I'll ha* thee burnt.
Paul. I care not;
It is an heretic that makes the fire.
Not she which burns in't. I'll not call you tyrant;
But this most cruel usage of your queen,
Not able to produce more accusation
Than your own weak-hing'd fancy, something
savours
Of tjrranny and will ignoble make you,
Yea, scandalous to the world.
Leon. On yoxir allegiance.
Out of the chamber with her J Were I a tyrant,
Where were her life? She durst not call me so,
If she did know me one. Away with her.(D.L. again
Lords take hold of Paul. Paul, pushes them off.
)
Paul. I pray you, do not push me; I'll be gone.
Look to your babe, my lord; 'tis yours. Jove send
her
A better guiding spirit! {Again the Lords take hold
of Paul.) What needs these hands?
You, that are thus so tender o'er his follies.
Will never do him good, not one of you.
So, so; farewell; we are gone.
(Exit U.R.)
Leon. (Cross to C.) Thou, traitor, hast set on thy wife to this
l^y child? Away with't! Even thou, that hast
A heart so tender o'er it, take it hence
And see it instantly consum'd with fire;
Even thou and none but thou. Take it up straight.
Within this ho\ir bring me word 'tis done,
Ahd by good testimony, or I'll seize thy life.
With what thou else call'st thine. If thou refuse
And wilt encounter with my wrath, say so;
Gro, take it to the fire
For thou set'st on thy wife. (Turns away to L.
)
Ant. I did not, sir.
These lords, my noble fellows, if they please.
Can clear me in't.
Lords {Advance) We can. My royal liege.
He is not guilty of her coming hither.
Leon. (C.) You're liars all. (Drops in chair L.
)
Phoc. Beseech your Highness, give us better credit.
We have always truly serv'd you, and beseech
So to esteem of us, and on our knees we beg.
As recompense of our dear services
Past and to come, that you do change this purpose.
Which being so horrible, so bloody, must
Lead on to some foul issue. We all kneel. (Lords
and Antigones kneel)
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Leon, I am a feather for each wind that blows.
Shall I liye on to see this bastard kneel
And call me father? Better burn it now
Than cxirse it then. But be it; let it live (all rise)
It shall not neither. You, sir, come you hither; (Two
Lords return U.R,)
You that have been so tenderly officious (Ant. crosses
to R. of C.) - what will you adventure
To save this brat»s life?
Ant,(R.C.) An3rthing, my lord,
That my ability may undergo
And nobleness impose; at least thus much:
1*11 pawn the little blood which I have left
To save the innocent. Anything possible.
Leon. It shall be possible. Swear by this sword
Thou wilt perform my bidding, (Leon, draws sword or
gets it from table.)
Ant, I will, my lord,
Leon, Mark and perform it; see'st thou? for the fail
Of any point in*t shall not only be
Death to thyself but to thy lewd-tongu'd wife,
Whom for this time we pardon. We enjoin thee,
As thou art liege-man to us, that thou carry
This female bastard hence, and that thou bear it
To some remote and desert place quite out
Of our dominions, and that there thou leave it.
Without more mercy, to it own protection
And favour of the climate. As by strange fortune
It came to us, I do in justice charge thee.
On thy soul's peril and thy body's torture,
That thou commend it strangely to some place
Where chance may nurse or end it. Take it up»
Ant, (Hand on sword.) I swear to do this, though a present death
Had been more merciful, (Leon, moves U.L. Ant. crosses
to couch at R, to take the babe.)
Come on, poor babe.
Some powerful spirit instruct the kites and ravens
To be thy nurses J Wolves and bears, they say.
Casting their savageness aside, have done
Like offices of pity, (C.) Sir, be prosperous
In more than this deed does require { (Exit Leon. end
Lords U.L,) And blessing
Against this cruelty fight on thy side.
Poor thing, condemn*d to loss!
(Exit with the babe. U.R.)
(Curtain)
I
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ACT THIRD
Scene I
(Sicilia. A place of Justice. Leontes stands on the
throne R. A platform with seat L» of C, for Hermione.
Senators, Lords, Officers and guards in place.)
Leon. This sessions (to our great grief we pronounce)
Even pushes 'gainst our heart, - the party tried
The daughter of a king, our wife, and one
Of us too much belov'd. Let us be cleared
Of being tyrannous, since we so openly
Proceed in justice, which shall have due course
Even to the guilt or the purgation.
Produce the prisoner. (Leontes sits)
Off. It is his Highness* pleasure that the Queen
Appear in person here in court. {Gkiard leaves to
get Queen.
)
(Enter Hermione as to her trial; Paulina and Ladies
attending; As the Queen enters the sword of justice and
spears of the guards are turned point downward. Hermione
takes her place on platform L. Ladies grouped about her.)
Leon. Read the indictment.
Off, (Reads) "Hermione, Queen to the worthy Leontes, King of
Sicilia, thou art here accused and arraigned of high
treason, in conmitting adultery with Polixenes, King
of Bohemia, and conspiring with Camillo to take away
the life of our soverign lord the King, thy royal
husband: the pretence whereof being by circumstances
partly laid open, thou, ^rmione, contrary to the
faith and allegiance of a true subject, didst
counsel and aid them, for their better safety, to
fly away by night."
Her. (Rises and addresses the court.)
Since what I am to say must be but that
Which contradicts accusation, and
The testimony on my part no other
But what comes from myself, it shall scarce boot
me
To say "Not guilty." Mine integrity
Being counted falsehood, shall, as I express it.
Be so received. But thus: - If powers divine
Behold our human actions, as they do,
I doubt not then but innocence shall make
False accusation blush, and tyranny
Tremble at patience. For behold me,
A fellow of the royal bed, which owe
A moiety of the throne, a great king's daughter.
The mother to a hopeful prince, here standing
To prate and talk for life and honour 'fore
Who please to come and hear. For life, I prize it
As I weigh grief, which I would spare; for honour,
*Tis a derivative from me to mine,
t<
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And only that I stand for, I appeal
To your own conscience, sir, before Polixenes
Came to yoiir court, how I was in your grace.
How merited to be so; since he came,
With what encounter so uncurrent I
Have strain*d to appear thus; if one jot beyond
The bound of honour, or in act or will
That way inclining, hardened be the hearts
Of all that heer me, and my nearest of kin
Cry fie upon my grave! ( inlss into chair)
Leon. I ne'er heard yet
That any of these bolder vices wanted
Less impudence to gainsay what they did
Than to perform it first.
Her. That's true enough;
Though *tis a saying, sir not due to me.
Leon. 7ou will not own it.
Her. More than mistress of
Which comes to me in name of fault, I must not
At all acknowledge. For Polixenes,
With whom I am accxis*d, I do confess
I lov'd him as in honour he required.
With such a kind of love as might become
A lady like me, with a love even such.
So and no other, as yourself conmanded;
Which not to have done 1 think had been in me
Both disobedience and ingratitude
To you and toward your friend, whose love had
spoke
,
Even since it could speak, from an infant, freely
That it was yours. Now, for conspiracy,
I know not how it tastes; though it be dish*d
For me to try how. All I know 4f it
Is that Camillo i^as an honest man;
And why he left your court, the gods themselves.
Wotting no more than I, are ignorant.
Leon. Tou knew of his departure, as you know
What you have undertaken to do in's absence.
Hsr. Sir,
You speak a language that I understand not.
My life stands in the level of your dreams.
Which I'll lay down, (sits down)
Leon. Your actions are my dreams;
As you were past all shame, -
Those of your fact are so, - so past all truth.
Which to deny concerns more than avails; so thou
Shalt feel our justice, in whose easiest passage
Look for no less than death.
Her. Sir, spare your threats.
The bug which you would fright me with I seek;
To me can life be no commodity. (Rise)
The crown and comfort of my life, your favour,
I do give lost; for I do feel it gone.
But know not how it vrent. 1^ second joy
And first-fruits of my body, from his presence
I am barr'd, like one infectious. My third comfort.
t€
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Starred most unluckily, is
Hal*d"out to murder; lastly, hurried
Here to this place, i* the open air, before
I have got strength of limit. Now, my liege,
Tell me what blessings I have here alive.
That I should fear to die? Therefore proceed.
But yet hear this: mistake me not; no life,
I prize it not a straw, but for mine honour.
Which I would free, - if I shall be condemned
Upon surmises, all proofs sleeping else
But what your jealousies awak^,I tell you
Tis rigour and not law. Your honours all,
I do refer me to the oracle:
Apollo be my Judge! (Sinks into chair)
Leon. Bring forth.
And in Apollo's name, his oracle.
(Exeunt certain Officers.)
Her. (Rise) The Emperor of Russia was my father:
that he were alive, and here beholding
His daughter's trial J that he did but see
The flatness of my misery, yet with eyes
Of pity, not revenge J (Falling into chair)
(Enter Officers, with Cleomenes and Dion; Cleomenes and
Dion cross to throne and kneel. Officer who has taken
sword from the table holds it to Cleomenes and Dion.)
Off. You here shall swear upon this sword of justice,
That you, Cleomenes and Dion, have
Been both at Delphos, and fr(^thence have brought
This seal*d-up oracle, by the hand deliver *d
Of great Apollo's priest, and that since then
You have not dar'd to break the holy seal
Nor read the secrets in't.
All this we swear. (ReturnCleo. Dion.
to R. of throne.)
Leon. Break up the seals and read. (Priest L. of throne
rises and comes to table, breaks seal, unlocks
oracle eind takes scroll out of it. He gives
it to the officer. Priest R. of officer above
table. Hermione rises. Officer advances to
C. and reads)
Off. (Reads) "Hermione is chaste; (Hermione sinks to her knees;
all raise hands in praise.)
Polixenes blameless; Camillo a true subject;
Leontes a jealous tjrrant; his innocent baby
truly begotten; and the King shall live without
an heir, if that which is lost be not found."
Lords. Now blessed be the great Apollo!
Her. Praised!
Leon. Hast thou read truth?
Off* Ay, my lord; even so
As it is here set down.
Leon. There is no truth at all i* the oracle. (Darkness
begins)
The sessions shall proceed; this is mere falsehood.
t
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(Darkness - flash of lightning and crash of thunder.
Enter Emilia U.L.)
Im« My lord the King, the King!
Leon. (On steps of throne.) What is the business?
Sm* sir, I shall be hated to report it
I
The Prince your son, with mere conceit and fear
Of the Q^een*s speed, is gone.
Leon. HowS gone?
Is dead.
(Another flash and crash of thvinder.
)
Leon. Apollo *s angry; and the heavens themselvee
Do strike at my Injxistice. (Henuione swoons.)
How now there!
Paul. (To C.) This news is mortal to the Queen. Look down
And see what Death is doing. (Kneels back of Hermione.)
Leon, (moves R.) Take her hence;
Her heart is but o*ercharg*d; she will recover.
I have too much believ*d mine own suspicion.
Beseech you, tenderly apply to her
Some remedies for life.
(Exeunt Paulina and Ladies, with Eermione
and court witn exception of Phocian and
Thasius
.
)
Apollo, pardon
great profaneness * gainst thine oracleS
I'll reconcile me to Polixenes,
New woo my queen, recall the good Camillo. (Dion
and Cieomenes remain U.R.)
Whom I proclaim a man of truth, of mercy;
For, being transported by my jealousies
To bloody thoughts and to revenge, I chose
Camillo for the minister to poison
ISy friend Polixenes; which had been done.
But that the good mind of Camillo tardied
HSy swift COTnmand, though I with death and with
Reward did threaten and encourage him.
Not doing* t and being done. Bon he glisters
Through my (dark) rustS And how his piety (Crossing
D.R.
Does my deeds make the bl&ckert
(Re-enter Paulina U.L.
)
Paul. Woe the while}
What studied torments, tyrant, hast for me?
What wheels? racks? fires? What old or newer torture
Must I receive, whose every word deserves
To taste of thy most worst? Thy tyranny
Together working with thy Jealousies, think what
they have done
And then run mad indeed, stark madS for eill
Thy by-gone fooleries were but spices of it.
lords,
When I have said, cry "Woel" - the <iueen, the
Queen,
The sweetest, dear'st creature's dead, and ven-
geance for't
Not dropped down yet.(Leontes staggers back into the
arms of Dion and Cieomenes.)
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Leon. The higher powers forbid!
Paul* I say ahe*8 dead; 1*11 swear*t. If word nor
oath
Prevail not, go and see. If you can bring
Tincture or lustre in her lip, her eye.
Heat outwardly or breath within, 1*11 serve you
As I would do the gods. But, thou tyrant!
Do not repent these things, for they are heavier
Than all thy woes can stir; therefore betake
thee(Leontes drops on steps of the throne.)
To nothing but despair. A thousand knees
Ten thousand years together, naked, fasting.
Upon a barren mountain, and still winter
In storm perpetual, could not move the goda
To look that way thou wert,
Leon. Go on, go on;
Thou canst not speak too much. I have de-
served
All tongues to talk their bitterest.
Paul. AlasS I have show'd too' much
The rashness of a woman; he is touched
To the noble heart. What's gone and what's past
help
Should be past grief. Do not receive affliction
At my petition; I beseech you, rather
Let me be punish* d, that have minded you
Of what you should forget. Now, good my liege.
Sir, royal sir, (Drops to her knees, forgive «
foolish woman.
The love I bore your queen - lo, fool again I -
1*11 speak of her no more, nor of your children;
1*11 not remember you of my own lord.
Who is lost too. Take your patience to you.
And 1*11 say nothing.
Leon. (Rises and lifts Paulina.)
Prithee, bring me
To the dead bodies of my queen and son*
One grave shall be for both; upon them shall
The causes of their death appear, unto
Our shame perpetual. Once a day 1*11 visit
The chax>el where they lie, and tears shed
there
Shall be me recreation. So long as nature
Will bear up with this exercise, so long
I daily vow to use it. Come and lead me
To these sorrows*
(Eiexint all. Paulina
goes first followed by Leontes who is led
out by Dion and Cleomenes.)
(Curtain)
r
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Scene II
(Bohemia. A desert country near the sea. Rocks R,
and L. of stage. Enter Antigonus, with the Babe,
and a Mariner U.R. -> over rock, 4^tigon\xs goes to
L.C. - Mariner R.C.)
Ant. Thou art perfect then» our ship hath touch*d upon
The deserts of Bohemia?
Ifar* Ay, my lord; and fear
We have landed in ill time: the skies look grimly
And threaten present blusters* In my conscience,
The heavens with that we have in hand are angry
And frown upon* a.
Ant. Their sacred wills be done! Go, get aboard;
Look to thy bark. 1*11 not be long before
I call upon thee.
Har. Make your best haste, and go not (Lights gradually
lowered)
Too far i* the land; *Tis like to be loud weather.
Besides, this place is famous for the creatures
Of prey that keep upon*t.
Ant, Go thou away;
I»ll follow iiistantly.
Mar* I am glad at heart
To be so rid o* the business.
(Exit U.R.)
Ant. (Crosses to rock R.) Come, poor babe*
I have heard, but not believ*d, the spirits o* the
dead
May wedk again. If such thing be, thy mother
Appear'd to me last night, for ne'er was dream
So like a waking. In pure white robes.
Like very sanctity, she did approach
My cabin where I lay; thrice bow*d before me.
And, gasping to begin some speech, her eyes
Became two spouts; the fury spent, anon
Did this break from her: "Good Antigonus,
Since fate, against thy better disposition,
Hath made thy person for the thrower-out
Of my poor babe, according to thine oath,
Places remote enough are in Bohemia,
There weep and leave it crying; and, for the babe
Is counted lost for ever, Perdita,
I prithee, call*t* Blossom, speed thee well!
(Laying child on Bank or Rock.)
There lie, and there thy character; (Laying down
a paper) there these, (Laying down a jewel
casket and bundle.)
Which may, if Fortune please, both breed thee,
pretty.
And still rest thine. (Thunder
,
lightning, rain.)
The storm begins,
1^ heart bleeds; and most accurs*d am I
To be by oath enjoin'd to this. (Heavy thunder aid
lightning. ) Farewelll
(Exit U.R.)
<<
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{Enter a Shepherd U.L. over rock.)
Shep* I would there were no age between ten and
three-and-twenty, or that youth would sleep
out the rest; (Horn off in the distance U.L.)
Hark you now! Would any but these boil'd
brains of nineteen and two-and-twenty hunt
this weather? They have 8car*d away two of my
best sheep, which I fear the wolf will sooner
find than the master. Grood luck, an*t be thy
will! what have we her? (Sees babe on Bank
at R.) Mercy on*s, a barn«; a very pretty
barne! (Takes up babe.) A boy or a child, I
wonder? A pretty one; a very pretty one;
This has been some stairwork, some trunk-work,
some behind-door-work; they were warmer that
got this than the poor thing is here. 1*11
take it up for pity: yet I'll tarry till my
son come; he halloo *d but even now. Whoa,
ho, hoa!
Clo. Hilloa, loa! (Off U.R.)
Shep. V/hat, art so near? If thou '11 see a thing to
talk on when thou art dead and rotten, come
hither. (Enter clown U.R. Lights gradually up,
Shepherd covers child with cloak.
)
What ail*st thou, man?
Clo. I have seen two such sights, by sea and by land!
But I am not to say it is a sea, for it is now
the sky; betwixt the firmament and it you can-
not thrust a bodkin* s point.
Shep. V/hy, boy, how is it?
Clo. I would you did but see how it chafes, how it
rages, how it takes up the shore! But that's
not to the point. 0, the most piteous cry
of the poor souls! Sometimes to see 'em, and
not to see 'em. And then for the land-service,
to see how the bear tore out his shoulder-bone;
how he cried to me for help and said his name
was Antigonus, a nobleman.
Shep, Name of mercy, when was this, boy?
Clo. Now, now; I have not wink*d since I saw these
sights. The men are not yet cold under water,
nor the bear half din*d on the gentleman. He*s
at it now.
Shep. Would I had been by, to have help*d the old
man! But look thee here, boy. Now bless
thyself; thou met'st with things dying, I with
things new-born. (Showing child and things
fouind with it.) Here's a sight for thee;
look thee, a bearing-cloth for a squire's child!
Look thee here; take up, (Clown takes paper and
casket - opens it.) take up, boy; open't.
So, let's see. It was told me I should be rich
by the fairies. This is some changeling; open't.
What's within, boy?
Clo. You're a made old man; if the sins of yoxir youth
are forgiven you, you're well to live.
It
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Gtold! all gold!
Shep. This is fairy gold, boy, and 'twill prove so.
Up with't, keep it close. Home, home, the
next way. We are lucky, boy; and to be so
still requires nothing but secrecy. Let
my sheep go. Come, good boy, the next way
home (Exeunt Shepherd and clown with child,
casket and paper over rock U.L.)
(Curtain)
ACT FOUR
Scene I.
(A road near the Shepherd's cottage.
Autolycus enters L. singing.
)
"TOien daffodils begin to peer,
With height the doxy over the dale,
Why, then comes in the sweet o' the year;
^
For the red blood reigns in the winters pale.
"The white sheet bleaching on the hedge.
With heigh! the sweet birds, 0, how they
sing!
Doth set my pugging tooth on edge;
For a quart of ale is a dish for a king.
*The lark, that tirra-lyra chants.
With heigh(with heigh!) the thrush and the
Jay,
Are summer songs for me and my auhts,
While we lie tumbling in the hay.**
I have serr'd Prince Florizel, and in my time
Wore three-pile; but now I am out of service.
"But shall I go mourn for that, my dear?
The pale moon shines by night;
And when I wander here and there,
I then do most go right.
"If tinkers may have leave to live,
And bear the sow-skin budget.
Then my account I well may give,
And in the stocks avouch it."
Uy father nam*d me Autolycus, who being, as
I am, litter *d under Mercury, was likewise a
snapper-up of tinconsidered trifles. With die
and drab I purchased this caparison, and my
revenue is the silly cheat. (Looking off H.
r
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sees the Clown approaching)
A prlzel a prize! (Hides at H.)
(Enter Clown R. Reading paper. Autolycus slyly
advances following clown as he reads.)
Clo. Let me see: every 'leven wether tods; every
tod yields pound and odd shilling; fifteen
hundred shorn, what comes the wool to?
Aut. (Aside) If the springe hold, the cock's mine.
Clo, I cannot do't without counters. Let me see:
what comes the wool to?
Aut. (Aside) If the springe hold, the cock*s mine.
Clo. I cannot do*t without counters. Let me see:
what am I to buy for our sheep-shearing feast?
Three pound of sugar, five pound of currants,
rice, - what will this sister of mine do with
rice? But my father hath made her mistress of
the feast, and she lays it on. Mace, dates -
none, that's out of my note; nutmegs, seven; a
race or two of ginger, but that I may beg; four
pounds of prunes, and as many of raisins o* the
sun.
Aut. that ever I was bornS (Grovelling on the ground.)
Clo. (Turning around much alarmed.) !• the name of me -
Aut. 0, help me, help meJ Pluck but off these rags,
and then, death, deathj
Clo. Alack, poor soul2 thou hast need of more rags
to lay on thee, rather than have these off.
Aut. sir, the loathsomeness of them offend me
more than the stripes I have received, which are
mighty ones and millions.
Clo. Alas, poor man? a million of beating may come
to a greater matter.
Aut. I am robb*d, sir, and beaten; my money and
apparel ta*en from me, and these detestable things
put upon me.
Clo. (Bending over Aut.) What, by a horseman, or a footman?
Aut, A footman, sweet sir, a footman.
Clo. Indeed, he should be a footman by the garments
he has left with thee. If this be a horseman's
coat, it hath seen very hot service. Lend me
thy hand, 1*11 help thee. Come, lend me thy
hand. (The clown assists him to his feet and as
Autolycus rises he puts his arm around back
of the clown and picks the piirse from his
wallet and conceals it.)
Aut. 0, good sir, tenderly, OJ
Clo. Alas, poor soul!
Aut. 0, good sir, softly, good sir! I fear, sir,
my shoulder-blade is out.
Clo. How now! canst stand?
Aut. Softly, dear sir; good sir, softly. You ha'
done me a charitable office.
Clo. Dost lack any money? I have a little money
for thee. (about to take purse from his wallet.)
Aut. No, good sweet sir; no I beseech you, sir.
CI
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Offer me no money, I pray you; that kills my
heart.
What manner of fellow was he that robb'd you?
A fellow, sir, that I know. Some call him
Autolycus.
Out upon himJ prig, for my life, prig. He
haunts wakes, fairs, and bear-baitings.
Very true, sir; he, sir, he. That's the
rogue that put me into this apparel.
Not a more cowardly rogue in all Bohemia.
If you had but looked big and spit at him,
he'd have run.
I must confess to you, sir, I am no fighter.
I am false of heart that way; and that he knew,
I warrant him.
How do you now?
Sweet sir, much better than I was; I can stand
and walk. I will even take my leave of you.
Shall I bring thee on the way?
No, good-fac'd sir; no, sweet sir.
Then fare thee well. I must go buy spices
for our sheep-sheariiig.
Prosper you, sweet sirj- (Exit clown L. ) Your
pxirse is not hot enough to purchase your spice.
1*11 be with you at your sheep-shearing too*
If I make not this cheat bring out another
and the shearers prove sheep, let me be un-
roll*d and my name put in the book of virtue?
(Sings) "Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way.
And merrily hent the stile-a;
A merry heart goes all the day.
Your sad tires in a mile-a."
(Exit R.)
iCurtain)
Scene II
(Before a shepherds cottage. Full stage with
rocks H. and L; a stiunp U.R.C. and suggestion
of greens and loliage. Enter Florizel and
Perdita L. coming to L.G. talking.
)
These your unusual weeds to each part of you
Does give a life; no shepherdess, but Flora,
Peering in April's front. This your sheep-
shearing is as a meeting of the petty gods.
And you the queen on't.
Sir, my gracious lord,
To chicle at your extremes it not becomes me.
0, pardon, that I name them! Your high self,
cr
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The gracious mark o* the land, you have
obscur*d
With a swain's wearing, and me, poor lowly
maid.
Most goddess-like prank* d up,
Flo.{B. of Per.) I bless the time
When my good falcon made her flight across
Thy father's ground.
Per. Now Jove afford you cause!
Even now I tremble
To thixik your father, by some accident.
Should pass this way as you did. What would he
say? Or how
Should I, in these my borrowed flaunts, behold
The sternness of his presence?
Flo. Thou dearest Perdita,
With these forced thoughts, I prithee, darken not
The mirth o* the feast. Or 1*11 be thine, my fair.
Or not my father's. For I cannot be
Mine own, nor anything to any, if
I be not thine. To this I am most constant.
Though destiny say no. (Pipe and tabour fromU.L.
)
Your guests are coming.
Lift up your countenance, as it were the day
Of celebration of that nuptial which
We two have sworn shall come.
Per. lady Fortune,
Stand you auspicious
I
Flo. See, your guests approach
Address yourself to entertain them sprightly,
And let's be red with miirth. (Takes Per. D.R.
(Music - Pipe and Tabour. Enter Shepherd,
clown, Mopsa, Dorcas, and others, with
Poliocenes and Camillo disguised U.L.
Shepherds and shepherdesses bowing to
Perdita. They form in groups U. Stage
R. and L. The Old Shepherd takes position
L. of C. and Polixenes and Camillo L.C. -
Polixenes to R. of Camillo.)
Shep, Fie, daughterl when my old wife liv'd, upon
This day she was both pantler, butler, cook,
Both dame and servant; welcom'd all, serv'd all;
You are retired,
As if you were a feasted one and not
The hostess of the meeting. Pray you, bid
These unknown friends to's welcome, for it is
A way to make us better friends, more known.
Come, quench your blushes, and present yourself
That which you are, mistress o' the feast. Come
on, (Per. moves toward C.)
And bid us welcome to your sheep-shearing.
As your good flock shall prosper.
Per.(C. addressing Pol. ) Sir, welcome.
It is my father's will I should take on me
The hostess-ship o' the day. (To Cam.) You're
welcome, sir.
Give me those flowers there, Dorcas. (Dorcas comes
D.R.C. and gives flowers t^ perdita C.)
Reverend sirs.
For you there's rosemary and rue; these keep
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Seeming and savour all the winter long.
Grace and remembrance be to you both,
And welcome to our shearing!
Pol,{L.C.) Shepherdess, -
A fair one are you - well you fit our agea
With flowers of winter.
Per* (Presenting garlands to them both - Polixenes first.)
Here's flowers for you;
Hot lavendar, mints, savory, marjoram;
The marigold, that goes to bed wi* the sun
And with him rises weeping. These are flowers
Of middle summer, and I think they are given
To men of middle age. You're very welcome. (Starts
toward C.)
Cam. I should leave grazing, were I of your flock.
And only live by gazing.
Per. Out, alasl (Cross to C.
and turn toward Polixenes and Camillo and then
includes all at the feast.)
You'd be so lean, that blasts of January
Would blow you through and through. Now, my
fair'st friend,
I would I had some flowers o' the spring that
might
Become your time of day; and yours, and yours;
daffodils,
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty; violets dim,
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes
Or Cytherea's breath; pale primroses.
That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebus in his strength-bold oxlips end
The crown imperial; lilies of all kinds,
The flower-de-luce being one I (To Flor.) 0. these
I lack.
To make you garlands of, and my sweet friend.
To strew him o'er and o'er!
Flo.(E.) What, like a corse?
Per, No, like a bank for love to lie and play on;
Not like a corse; or if, not to be buried,
But quick and in mine arms. (Florizel and Perdita
retire to Rock U.R.)
Pol. This is the prettiest low-born lass that ever
Ran on the green-sward. Nothing she does or
seems
But smacks of something greater than herself.
Too noble for this place.
Cam. He tells her something
That makes her blood look out. (Shephard moves
toward Polixenes and Camillo.) Good sooth,
she is
The queen of curds and cream. (The three retire U.L.
)
Clo. (Coming to C.) Com3 on, strike up!
Not a word, a word; we stand upon our manners.
Come, strike up! (M^sic)
(Here a dance of Shepherds and Shepherdesses
after which Polixenes and old Shepherd come
forward and dancers take their places U. stage.)
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Pol. Pray, good shepherd, what fair Bwaln is this
Which dances with your daughter? (note; change
which dances to now talking in case Florizel
aid Perdita do not dance.)
Shep, They call him Doricles; and boasts himself
To have a worthy feeding; He says he loves
my daughter, and, to be plain
I think there is not half a kiss to choose
Who loves another best. If young Doricles
Do light upon her, she shall bring him that
Which he not dreams of.
(Enter a i^ervant from the house U.R.J
Serv. master, if you did but hear the pedlar at
the door, you would never dance again after a
tabor and pipe; no, the bagpipe could not move
you. He sings several tunes faster than you'll
tell money. He utters th^ as he had eaten
ballads and all men's ears grew to his tunes.
Clo. (Coming D.R. of Servant. ) He could never come better;
he shall come in.
Serv. He hath songs for man or woman, of all sizes;
He hath ribbons of all the colours i' the rain-
bow;
Clo. Prithee bring him in; and let him approach
singing. (Exit servant E.)
I love a ballad but even too well, if it be
doleful matter merrily set down, or a very pleasant
thing indeed and sung lamentably. (Enter Autolycus
R, singing and carrying a tray of trinkets aid
ballads. Shepherds, clown and shepherdesses
gather around him at C. - Old Shepherd, Polixenes
and Camillo retire to converse, U.L. Florizel
add Ferdita are R.
Aut. (Singing) "Lawn as white as driven snow;
Cypress black as e'er was crow;
Gloves as sweet as damask roses
;
Masks for faces and for noses;
Bugle bracelet, necklace amber,
Perfume for a lady's chamber;
Golden quoifs and stomachers
For my lads to give their dears;
Pins and poking-sticks of steel;
What maids lack from head to heel.
Come buy of me, come; ccane buy, come buy;
Buy, lads, or else your lasses cry.
Come buy."
Clo. (Between Mbpsa and Dorcas.) If I were not in love with
Mopsa, thou shouldst take no money of me; but
being enthrall 'd as I am, it will also be the
bondage of certain ribbons and gloves.
Mop. I was prcmis'd them against the feast; but
they come not too late now.
Dor. He hath promis'd you more than that, or there
be liars.
Mop. He hath paid you all he promis'd you. May
be he has paid you more, which will shame
you to give him again.
tI
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Clo. Is there no maimers left among maids? Clamo\ir
your tongues, and not a word more.
Mop, I have done. Come, you promised rae a tawdry-
lace and a pair of sweet gloves.
Clo* Have I not told thee how I was cozen*d by the
way and lost all my money?
Aut. And indeed, sir, there are cozeners abroad;
therefore it behoves men to be wary.
Clo. Fear not thou, man, thou shalt lose nothing
here.
Aut. I hope so, sir; for I have about me many
parcels of charge.
Clo. (Crossing to Aut.) What hast here? Ballads?
Mop. Pray now, buy some. I love a ballad in print,
o*life, for then we are sure they are true.
Aut. Here's one to a very doleful tune.
Mop. Is it true, think you?
Aut# Very true, and but a month old*
Mop. Pray you now, buy it.
Clo. Come on, lay it by, and let's first see moe
ballads. We'll buy the other things anon.
Aut. Here's another ballad of a fish that appeared
upon the coast on Wednesday the fourscore of
April, forty thousand fathom above water, and
sung this ballad against the hard hearts of
maids. It was thought she was a woman and was
turned into a cold fish. The ballad is very
pitiful and as true.
Dor. Is it true too, think you?
Aut. Five justices' hands at it, and witnesses more
than my pack will hold.
Clo. Lay it by too. Another. (All delighted)
Aut. This is a merry ballad, but a very pretty one.
Mop. Let's have some merry ones.
Aut. Why, this is a passing merry one and goes to
the tune of *'Two maids wooing a man."
Mop. We can both sing it. If thou' 11 bear a part,
thou Shalt hear. 'Tis in three parts.
Dor. We had the tune on't a month ago.
Clo. We'll have this song out anon by ourselves,
My father and the gentlemen are in sad talk,
and we'll not trouble them. Come, bring away
thy pack after me. Wenches, I'll buy for
you both. Pedlar, let's have the first choice.
Follow me, girls.
(Tftey retire U.R.)
Aut. (aside) And you shall pay well for 'em.
"Will you buy any tape.
Or lace for your cape.
My dainty duck, my dear-a?
Any silk, any thread.
Any toys for your head,
'Of the new' at and fin'st, fins't wear-a?
Come to the pedlar;
Money's a meddler,
That doth utter all men's ware-a."
(Exit U.R.)
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(Re-enter Servant U.L.
)
Serv. Master, there is three carters, three shep-
herds, three neat-herds, three swine-herds,
that have made themselves all men of hair.
They call themselves Saltiers; and they
have a dance. It will please plentifully.
Shep. Away! we'll none on't. Here has been too
much homely foolery already. I know, sir;
we weary you.
Pol. You weary those that refresh us. Pray, let's
see these four threes of herdsmen.
Shep. Let them come in; but quickly now.
Serv. Why, they stay at door, sir.
(Exit L. and
returns U.L. at once with satyrs who dance.
At end o-" dance Satyrs and servant exeunt
U.L. Clown, Mopsa and Dorcas exeunt U.R.
Polixenes and Shepherd come to C. Florizel
and Perdita D.R. Polixenes addresses Shepherd.)
Pol. 0, father, you'll know more of that hereafter.
(To Cam. ) Is it not too far gone? 'Tis time to
part them.
He's simple and tells much. (To Flor.) How now,
fair shepherd.
'
Your heart is full of something that does take
Your mind from feasting. Sooth, when I was
young
And handed love as you do, I was wont
To load my she with knacks. I would have ran-
sack'd
The pedlar's silken treasury and have pour'd it
To her acceptance; you have let him go
And nothing marted with him.
Flo. Old sir, I know
She x^izes not such trifles as these are.
The gifts she looks from me are pack'd and
lock'd
Up in my heart; which I have given already.
But not deliver'd. 0, hear me breathe my life
Before this ancient sir, who, it should seem,
Hath sometime lov'dj I take thy hand, this
hand.
As soft as dove's down and as white as it.
Or Ethiopian* s tooth, or the fann'd snow that's
bolted
By the northern blasts twice o'er.
Pol. What follows this?
How prettily the young swain seems to wash
The hand was fair before 1 I have put you out.
But to your protestation; let me hear
What you profess.
Flo. Do, and be witness to't.
Pol. And this my neighbour too? (To Cam. who has been
D.L.)
Flo. And he, and more
Than he, and me^, the earth, the heavens, and
all:
c< I-
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That, were I crown*d the most imperial
monarch,
Therof most worthy, were I the fairest youth
That ever made eye swerve, had force and know-
ledge
More than was ever man*s, I would not prize
them
Without her love; for her employ them all;
Commend them and condemn them to her service
Or to their own perdition.
Pol. Fairly offered.
Cam. This shows a sound affection.
Shep, But, my daughter,
Say you the like to him?
Per.(E. of Flo.) I cannot speak
So well, nothing so well; no, nor mean better.
But the pattern of mine own thoughts I cut out
The purity of his,
Shep. Take hands, a bargain!
And, friends unknown, you shall bear witness
to*t;
I give my daughter to him, and will make
Her portion equal his.
Flo. 0, that must be
I* the virtue of yoxor daughter. One being dead,
I shall have more than you can dream of yet.
Enough then for your wonder. But, come on.
Contract us 'fore these witnesses.
Shep. (Goes between Florizel and ?erdita and takes the hand
of each and joins them. Then goes D.R.)
Come, your hand;
And, daughter, yours.
Pol. Soft, swain, a while, beseech
you.
Have you a father?
Flo. I have; but what of him?
Pol. Eiiows he of this?
Flo. He neither does nor shall.
Pol. Methinks a father
Is at the nuptial of his son a guest
That best becomes the table. Reason my son
Should choose himself a wife, but as good reason
The father, all whose joy is nothing else
But fair posterity, should hold some counsel
In such a business.
Flo. I yield all this;
But for some other reasons, my grave sir,
Which His not fit you know, I not acquaint
B^y father of this biisiness.
Pol. Let him know*t.
Flo. He shall not.
Pol. Prithee, let him.
Flo. No, he must not.
Shep. Let him, my son. He shall not need to grieve
At knowing of thy choice.
Flo. Come, come, he must not.
Mark our contract.
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Pol, Mark your divorce,
young sir, (Discovering himself, by dropping
back the cowl of his cloak.
^
Whom son I dare not call. Thou art too base
To be acknowledged. Thou a sceptre's heir,
That thus affects a sheep-hookJ (Cross to old
Shep. ) Thou old traitor,
I am sorry that by hanging thee I can
But shorten thy life one week. (Exit Shep.R.)
And thou, fresh piece
Of excellent witchcraft, who of force must know
The royal fool thou cop*st with, -
1*11 have thy beauty scratched with briers, and
made
More homely than thy state. For thee, fond boy.
If I may ever know thou dost but sigh
That thou no more shalt see this knack, as never
I mean thou shalt, we'll bar thee from succession,
Not hold thee of our blood. Mark thou my words.
Follow us to the coxirt. And you, enchantment
If ever henceforth 1hou these rural latches to
his entrance open.
Or hoop his body more with thy enObraces,
1 will devise a death as cruel for thee
Aa thou art tender to*t. Follow sir.
(Exit U.L. Camillo follows
to U.C.)
Per. (C.) Even here undone!
I was not much afeard; for once or twice
I was about to speak, and tell him plainly
The self-same sun that shines upon his court
Hides not his visage from our cottage, but
Looks on alike. (To Florizel, ;ho takes her hand.)
Will*t please you, sir, be gone?
I told you what would come of this. Beseech you.
Of your own state take care. This dream of
mine, -
Being now awake, 1*11 queen it no inch farther,
But milk my ewes and weep,
Flo, V/hy look you so upon me?
I am but sorry, not afeard; delay*d,
But nothing alt 'red. What I was, I am;
Lift up thy looks.
From my succession wipe me, father; I
Am heir to my affection.
Cam. (Coming down ^^.0.) Be advis*d,
Flo, I am, and by my fancy. If my reason
Will thereto be obedient, I have reason
If not, my senses, better pleas *d with madness,
Do 1)id it welcome.
Cam, This is desperate, sir,
Flo, So call it, but it does fulfil my vow;
Camillo, Not for Bohemia, nor the pomp that may
Be thereat glean* d, for all the sun sees or
The close earth wombs or the profound seas
hides
<t
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In unknown fathoms, will I break my oath
To this my fair belov*d; therefore, I pray you,
As you have ever been my father *s honour *d
friend.
When he shall miss me, - as, in faith, I mean
not
To see him any more, - cast your good counsels
Upon his passion; This you may know
And so deliver; I am put to sea
With her who here I cannot hold on shore;
And most opportune to our need I have
A vessel rides fast by.
Cam. my lord!
I would yoxir spirit were easier for advice.
Or stronger for your need*
Flo, Hark, PerditaJ (drawing
her aside U.R, they converse.
)
I'll hear you (to Cam.) by and by.
Cam, He*s irremoveable,
Resolv*d for flight. Now were I happy, if
His going I could frame to serve my turn.
Save him from danger, do him love and honour,
Purchase the sight again of dear Sicilia
And that unhappy king, my master, whom
I so much thirst to see,
Flo, (Coming D.R.C, - Perdita follows to S,)
Now, good Camillo;
I am so fraught with curious business that
I leave out ceremony.
Cam, Sir, I think
You have heard of my poor services, i* the love
That I have borne your father?
Flo, Yery nobly
Have you deserv*d. It is my father *s music
To speak yo\ir deeds, not little of his care
To have them recompensed as thought on.
Cam, Well, my lord.
If you may please to think I love the King
And through him what's nearest to him, which is
Your gracious self, embrace but my direction.
Have you thought on
A place whereto you'll go?
Flo, Not any yet:
Cam* Then list to me.
This follows : if you will not change your
purpose
But undergo this flight, make for Sicilia,
And there present yourself and your fair princess.
For so I see she must be, 'fore Leontes,
The King. Methinks I see
Leontes opening his free arms and weeping
His welcomes forth; asks thee, the son, forgiveness.
As 'twere i' the father's person.
Flo, Worthy Camillo,
What colour for my visitation shall I
Hold up before him?
Cam. Sent by the King your father
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To greet him and to give him comforts, Sir,
The manner of your bearing towards him, with
What you as frcm your father shall deliver.
Things known betwixt us three, I'll write you
down;
Flo. I am bound to you.
There is some sap in this. (Autolpcus enters
unnoticed U,R, and hides. He has changed
to courtiers dress.)
But 0, the thorns we stand upon! Camillo,
Preserver of my father, now of me.
The medicine of our house, how shall we do?
We are not furnish* d like Bohemia's son.
Nor shall appear in Sicilia.
Cam. VSy lord.
Fear none of this. I think you know my
fortunes
Do all lie there. It shall be so my care
To have you royally appointed as if
The scene you play were mine.
Flo» Come, dearest Perdita; Fortune speed us
I
Thus we set on, Camillo, to the sea->side.
Cam. The swifter speed the better.
(Exeunt Florizel and Perdita.U.R.
)
Cam. (Aside) What I do next, shall be to tell the King
Of this escape and whither they are bound;
Wherein my hope is I shall so prevail
To force him after; in whose company
I shall re-view Sicilia, for whose sight
I have a woman's longing. (Exit U.L.
)
Aut. (comes forward from hiding place to C.)
I understand the business. The Prince himself
is about a piece of iniquity, stealing away from
his father with his clog at his heels. If I
thought it were a piece of honesty to acquaint
the King withal, I would not do't. I hold it
the more knavery to conceal it; and therein am
I constant to my profession.
Well I am transformed - formed courtier again.
Four silken gamesters who attended the King
have drunk so plentifully that their weak
brains are turned topsy-tiirvy. I found one cf
them retired from the rest sobering himself
with sleep under the shade of a hawthorn. I
made profit of the occasion and changed garments
with him, the pedlars clothes are on his back
and the pack by his side as empty as his
pockets.
Ha, haj what a fool Honesty is2 and Trust, hjs
sworn brother, a very simple gentlemani I
have sold all my trumpery; not a counterfeit
stone, not a ribbon, ballad, glove, shoe-tie,
bracelet, horn-ring, to keep my pack from
fasting. I picked and cut most of their
festival purses; and had not the old man cone
in with a whoo-bub against his daughter and
the King's son and scar*d my choughs from the
chaff, I had not left a purse alive in the
whole army.
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Shep. (Without U.R.)
"Come along.**
Aut, Aside, aside; here is more matter for a hot
brain. Every lane's end, every shop, church
session, hanging, yields a careful man work.
(Aut. retires U.R. and hides.)
(Clown and Shepherd enter U.R. dressed in
their court finery and carrying a bundle
and a jewel casket. They walk D.L.
)
Clo. See, see; what a man you are nowj There is
no other way but to tell the King she's a
changeling and none of your flesh and blood.
Shep. Nay, but hear me.
Clo. Nay, but hear me.
Shep. Go to, then.
Clo. She being none of your flesh and blood, your
flesh and blood has not offended the King;
and so your flesh and blood is hot to be
punish'd by him. Show those things you found
about her, those secret things. This being
done, let the law go whistle. I warrant you.
Shep. I will tell the King all, every word, yea,
and his son's pranks too; who, I may say, is
no honest man, neither to his father nor to
me, to go about to make me the King's brother-
in-law.
Clo. Indeed, brother-in-law was the farthest off
you could have been to him, and then your
blood had been the dearer by I know how much
an ounce.
Shep. Well, let us to the King. There is that in
this fardel will make him scratch his beard.
Clo. Pray heartily he be at palace.
(Autolycus comes forward G. Clown and
Shepherd remove the ir hats
.
)
Aut. (with a very patronizing air.) How now, rustics?
Whither are you bound?
Shep. To the palace, an it like your worship.
Aut. Your affairs there? What, with whom, the
condition of that fardel, the place^ of your
dwelling, your names, your ages, of what
having, breeding, and anything that is fitting
to be known, discover?
Clo. We are but plain fellows, sir.
Shep. Are you a courtier, an't like you, sir?
Aut. (Struts about.) Whether it like me or no, I am a
courtier. Seest thou not the air of the
court in these enfoldings? Hath not my gait
in it the measure of the court?
Clo. This cannot be but a great courtier.
Shep. His garments are rich, but he wears them not
handsomely. (Aut. picks his teeth with his dagger.)
Clo. He seems to be the more noble in being fantastical.
A great man, I'll warrant; I know by the picking on's
teeth.
Aut. The fardel there? What's i« the fardel?
Wherefore that box?
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Shep. Sir, there lies such secrets in this fardel and
box, which none must know but the King; and
which he shall know ?rithin this hour, if I may
come to the speech of him*
Aut. Age, thou hast lost thy labour*
Shep. Why, sir?
Aut* The King is not at the palace. He is gone
aboard a new ship to purge melancholy and air
himself; for, if thou be»st capable of things
serious, thou must know the King is full of
grief*
Shep* So *tis said, sir; about his son, that should
have married a shepherd's daughter*
Aut. If that shepherd be not in hand-fast, let him
fly* The curses he shall have, the tortures
he shall feel, will break the back of man, the
heart of monster*
Clo* Think you so, sir?
Aut* Not he alone shall suffer what wit can make
heavy and vengeance bitter, but those that are
germane to him, though ronov'd fifty times,
shall all come tinder the hangman; which though
it be great pity, yet it is necessary.
Clo. Has the old man e*er a son, sir, do you hear,
an*t like you, sir?
Aut* He has a son, who shall be flay*d alive; then
nointed over with honey, set on the head of a
wasp's nest; then stand till he be three quar-
ters and a dram dead; But what talk we of
these traitorly rascals , whose miseries are to
be smil'd at, their offences being so capital?
Tell me, for you seem to be honest plain men,
what you have to the King. Being something
gently considered, 1*11 bring you where he is
aboard, tender your persons to his presence,
whisper him in your behalds; and if it be in
man besides the King to effect your suits,
here is man shall do it*
Clo. He seems to be of great authority. Close
with him, give him gold: and no more ado.
Remember "ston'd," and "flay'd alive."
Shep. An't please you, sir, to undertake the busi-
ness for us, here is that gold I have. 1*11
make it as much more, and leave this young
man in pawn till I bring it out.
Aut. After I have done what I promised?
Shep. Ay, sir.
Aut. Well, give me the moity. Are you a party
in this business?
Clo. In some sort, sir; but though my case be a
pitiful one, I hope I shall not be flay*d out
of it.
Aut* 0, that's the case of the shepherd's son*
Hang him, he'll be made an example*
Clo* Sir, I will give you as much as this old man
does when the business is performed, and re-
main, as he says, your pawn till it be brought
you*
Aut* I will trust you* Walk before toward the sea-
(<
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side; go on the right hand. I will but look
upon the hedge and follow you.
Clo, We are blest in this man, as I may say, even
blest.
Shop* Let's before as he bids us. He was provided
to do us good.
(Exeunt Shepherd and Clown L.
)
Aut. If I had a mind to be honest, I see Fortune
would not suffer me; she drops booties in my
mouth.
(Curtain)
ACT FIITH
Scene I
(A room in Leontes* palace; a table with chairs
to R. and L» of it at L.C. Leontes sits L.
Pauline R; and R. of C. stand Dion and Cleomenes.
One or two servants. Up stage.)
Cleo. Sir, you have done enough, and have perform*d
A saint-like sorrow. No fault could you make.
Which you have notredeem'd; indeed, paid
down
More penitence than done trespass. At the last
Do as the heavens have done, forget your evil;
With them forgive yourself,
Leon. Whilst I remember
Her and her virtues, I cannot forget
ysy blemishes in them, and so still think of
The wrong I did myself; which was so much
That heirless it hath made my kingdom, and
Destroy* d the sweet 'st companion that e*er man
Bred his hopes out of.
Paul. True, too true, my lord.
If, one by one, you wedded all the world,
Or, from the all that ar9,took something good
To make a perfect woman, she you kill*d
Would be unparalleled.
Leon. I think so. Klll*d! (Rises
She I kill»dJ I did so; but thou strik»st me
Sorely, to say I did. It is as bitter
Upon thy tongue as in my thought. Now, good,
now.
Say 80 but seldom. (Cross D.L.)
Cleo. Not at all, good lady.
You might have spoken a thousand things that
would
Have done the time more benefit and graced
Your kindness better.
PauX» You are one of those
7/ould have him wed again.
Dion. (Crossing to C; Cleo. moves D.R. During this speech
Leon, moves U.L.)
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If you would not so.
You pity not the state, nor the ronenibrance
Of his most soveriegn name; consider little
What dangers, by his Highness* fail of issue,
May drop upon his kingdom and devour
Incertain lookers on,
Paul. (Crosses to D.L.C. then turns toward C)
There is none worthy,
Respecting her that's gone. Besides, the gods
Will have fulfilled their secret purposes;
For has not the divine Apollo said,
Is't not the tenour of his oracle,
That King Leontes shall not have an heir
Till his lost child be fovmd?
Leon. (Comes to C
.
} Good Paulina,
Who hast the memory of Hermione,
I know, in honour, 0, that ever I
Had squar'd me to thy counsel! then, even now,
I might have look*d upon my queen's full eyes,
Have taken treasure from her lips -
Paul. (L.C.) And left them
More rich for what they yielded.
Leon. Thou speak'st truth.
No more such wives; therefore, no wife.
I'll have no wife, Paulina,
Paul. Will you swear
Never to marry but by my free leave?
Leon* Never, Paulina; so be blest my spirit!
Paul. Then, good my lords, bear witness to his oath*
(Cross to L. of C.)
Cleo. You tempt him over-much.
Paul. Unless another.
As like Hermione as is her picture.
Affront his eye.
Cleo* Good madam, -
Paul. I have done.
(Cleo. and Dion go U.R.C.)
Yet, if my lord will marry, - if you will, sir.
No remedy, but you will, - give me the office
To choose you a queen. She shall not be so
young
As was your former; but she shall be such
As, walk'd your first queen's ghost, it should
take Joy.
To see her in your arms.
(Paul, goes U.L.
)
Leon. Hy true Paulina,
We shall not marry till thou bid'st us. (Crossing
D.L.)
Paul. That
Shall be when your first queen's again in breath
Never till then.
(Enter Phocian U.R.)
Phoc. (Kneels C.) One that gives out himself Prince Florizel
Son of Polixenes, with his princess, she
The fairest I have yet beheld, desires access
To your high presence.
Leon.(L. of C.) What with him? He comes not
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Like to his father's greatness. His approach.
So out of circumstance and sudden, tells us
*Tis not a visitation framM, but forc'd
By need and accident. What train?
Phoc. But few,
And those but mean*
Leon, His princess, say you, with him?
Phoc, Ay, the most peerless piece of earth, I think.
That e'er the sun shone bright on.
Leon. Go, Cleomenes;
Yourself, assisted with your hono\ir*d friends,
Bring them to our embracement. Still, 'tis
strange (Exeunt Cleo. and Phoc. U.R.)
He thus should steal upon us. (Crossing D.L.)
Paul. (C). Had our prince,
Jewel of children, seen this hour, he had paired
Well with this lord. There was not full a month
Between their births.
Leon. Prithee, no more; cease. Thou know*st
He dies to me again when talked of. (Paul, crosses
D.R. - Leon, to C.)
They are come,
(Re-enter Cleomenes and others, with Florizel
and Perdita. U.R. Cleomenes and Lords U.Stage
cross behind to L. Perdita and Florizel kneel
to Leontes. Pauline D.R.)
Most dearly welcomej (Flo.
and Per. rise.)
And your fair princess, - goddess! - 0, alasS
I lost a couple, that Hwixt heaven and earth
Might thus have stood begetting wonder as
You, gracious couple, do; and then I lost -
All mine own folly - the society,
Amity too, of your brave father, whom.
Though bearing misery, I desire my life
Once more to look on him.
Flo.(R.C.) By his command
Have I here touch'd Sicilia, and from him
Give you all greetings that a king, at friend.
Can send his brother: whom he loves -
more than all the sceptres
And those that bear them living.
Leon. (Cross D.L.C.) my brother.
Good gentleman! the wrongs I have done thee
stir
Afresh within me. (Return to C. between Perdita
and Florizel. Florizel L. of Leontes.)
Welcome hither,
As is the spring to the earth. And hath he too
Exposed this paragon to the fearful usage,
(At least ungentle,) of the dreadful Neptune,
To greet a man not worth her pains, much less
The adventure of her person?
Flo. Good my lord, she come from Libya.
Leon. Where the warlike Smalus,
That noble honoured lord, is fear'd and lov*d?
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Flo. Most royal sir, from thence; from him, whose
daughter
His tears proolaim'd his, parting with her;
HSy best train
I have from your Sicilian shores dismiss *d;
Who for Bohemia bend, to signify
Not only my success in Libya, sir,
But my arrival and my wift»s in safety
Here where we are.
Leon. The blessed gods
Purge all infection from our air whilst you
Do climate herel (Passes Per. across to Flo. They
move D.L. together. Per. at Flo*s. L. when
they reach fixed position)
What might I have been,
Might I a son and daughter now have look*d on.
Such goodly things as you? - (Tnuapet call.
)
(Enter Archidamus R.)
Arch, (kneels) Most noble sir,
That which I shall report will bear no credit.
Were not the proof so nigh. Please you, great
sir,
Bohemia greets you from himself by mo; (Rise)
Desires you to attach his son, who has -
His dignity and duty both cast off -
Fled from his father, from his hopes, and with
A shepherd's daughter.
Leon. Where's Bohemia? Speak.
Arch. Here in your city; I now came from him.
I speak amazedly; and it becomes
VSy marvel and my message. To your court
Whiles he was hast*ning, in the chase, it seems.
Of this fair couple .meets he on the way
The father of this seeming lady, and
Her brother, having both their country quitted
With this young prince.
Flo.(L.C.) Camillo has betray*d me;
Whose honour and whose honesty till now
Endur*d all weathers.
Arch*(R.C.) Lay*t so to his charge:
H9*s with the King your father.
Leon.(C.) Who? Camillo?
Arch. Camillo, sir; I spake with him; who now
Has these poor men in question.
Per. (L. ) my poor father!
The heaven sets spies upon us, will not have
Our contract celebrated. (Drops in chair L. of table.)
Leon. You are married?
Flo. We are not, sir, nor are we like to be.
The stars, I see, will kiss the valleys first;
The odds for high and low's alike.
Leon. Vfy lord.
Is this the daughter of a king?
Flo. She is,
When once she is my wife.
Leon. That "once**, I see by your good father's speed.
Will come on very slowly. I am sorry.
Most sorry, you have broken from his liking
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Where you were tied in duty, and as sorry
Your choice is not so rich in worth as beauty,
That you might well enjoy her.
Flo. (Crosses to back of table.) Dear, look up.
Though Fortune, visible an enemy.
Should chase us with my father, power no jot
Hath she to change our loves. (Cross to C.)
Beseech you sir.
Remember since you ow*d no more to time
Than I do now. With thought of such affections.
Step forth mine advocate. At your request
My father will grant precious things as trifles.
Leon. Would he do so, I*d beg your precious mistress,
Which he counts but a trifle.
Paul. (R. advancing two steps.) Sir, my liege.
Your eye hath too much youth in*t. Not a month
*Fore your queen died, she was more worth such
gazes
Than what you look on now,
Leon, I thought of her.
Even in these looks I made, (To Flori2.el) But
your petition.
Is yet unanswer*d. I will to your father.
Your honour not overthrown by your desires,
I am friend to them and you; upon which errand
I now go toward him; therefore follow me
And mark what way I make. (Crosses D.R.) Come, good
my lord. (Turns and looks inquiringly at Perdita
Exits R.)
(Trumpet R. of stage, all start to leave.
(Curtain)
Scene II
(Chapel in Paulina*s house. Clear sta^e except for
a piece or two of statuary. Curtains arx^anged at
C. back for revelation of statue of Ilermione. Enter
Dion and Phocian)
Dion.(R.G.) Beseech you, sir were you present at this
relation?
Phoc.(C) I was by at the opening of the fardel, heard
the old shepherd deliver the manner how he
found it; whereupon, after a little amazedness,
we were all comnanded out of the chamber;
Dion. I wovild most gladly know the issue of it,
(Crosses D.L.
)
(Enter Thasius R.
)
Here comes a gentleman that haply knows
more. The news -4Cross U.R.C. Phoc. tQ L.C.)
Thas.(C) The oracle is ful-
filled;
The King's daughter is found;
(Enter Cleomenes.)
Here comes the Lady Paulina's steward: he
<€
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can deliver you more. (Cross D.R.) How goes it
now, sir?
Has the King found his heir?
Cleo»(R.C.) Most true, if ever truth were pregnant
by circumstance. The mantle of Queen Hermione*s,
her jewel about the neck of it, the letters of
Antigonus found with it, and many other evidences
proclaim her with all certainty to be the King's
davighter. Did you see the meeting of the two
kings?
Thas. No.
Cleo, There might you have
beheld one Joy crown another. Our king, being
ready to leap out of himself for Joy of his
found daughter, as if ^hat Joy were now become
a loss, cries, '*0, thy mother, thy mother J •*
then asks Bohemia forgiveness; then embraces
his son-in-law; now he thanks the old shepherd;
I never heard of such another encounter,
Thas. What, pray you, became of Antigonus, that
carried hence the child?
Cleo. He was torn to pieces with a bear; this avouches
the shepherd's son, who has a handkerchief and
rings of his that Paulina knows.
Kioc. Are they returned to the court?
Vleo. No. The Princess hearing of her mother's statue,
which is in the keeping of Paulina, ccmes hither
with all greediness of affection.
Thas, Shall we remain aid with our company piece the
rejoicing?
Phoc. Who would be thence that has the benefit of
access? Let's remain. (Retire U. stage - 3 stand-
ing L. and one R.
)
(Enter Polixenes, Leontes, Florizel, Perdita,
Camillo, Paulina, Lords,etc. U.R. Leontes goes
. to L.of C; Pol. D.L; Flo. and Perd. D.R; Cam.
R. of Pol; Paul. R.of C.)
Leon, great and good Paulina, the great comfort
That I have had of theeS
Paul. What, sovereign air,
I did not well I meant well. All my services
You have paid home; but that you have vouchsaf'd,
With your crown* d brother and these your con-
tracted
Heirs of your kingdoms, my poor house to visit.
It is a surplus of your grace, which never
ISy life may last to answer.
Leon. Paulina,
We honour you with trouble. But we came
To see the statue of our gueen. Your gallery
Have we pass'd through, not without much con-
tent
In many singularities; but we saw not
That which my daughter came to look upon.
The statue of her mother,
Paul. As she liv'd peerless,
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So her dead likeness, I do well believe,
Excels whatever yet you look'd upon
Or hand of man hath done; therefore I keep
it
Lonely, apart. But here it is. Prepare
To see the life as lively inock*d as ever
Still sleep mock*d death. Behold, and say His
well.
(Paulina goes U.C. and draws a curtain, aid
discovers Hermione standing like a statue.)
I like your silence; it the more shows off
Your wonder; but yet speak. First, you, my
liege;
Comes it not something near?
Leon. (In amazement) Her natural posture!
Chide me, dear stone, that I may say indeed
Thou are Hermione; or rather, thou art she
In thy not chiding, for she was as tender
As infancy and grace. 0, thus she stood,
Even with sucji life of majesty, wana life,
As now it coldly stands, when first I woo*d her!
royal piecelAdvances £ steps toward statue.)
There's magic in thy majesty, which has
. ISy evils conjur*d to remembrance, and
From thy admiring daughter took the spirits.
Standing like stone with thee.
Per. (To B.C.) And give me leave.
And do not say 'tis superstition, that (kneeling)
1 kneel and then implore her blessing.
Cam.(Leontes overcame, leans on Camillo as Perdita kneels)
MJr lord, your sorrow was too sore laid on
Which sixteen winters cannot blow away,
So many summers dry, Searce any joy
Did ever so long live; no sorrow
But killed itself much sooner.
Pol. (Crossing to L.C. Flo, lifts Perd. and takes her D.R.)
Dear my brother.
Let him that was the cause of this have power
To take off so much grief from you as he
Will piece up in himself.
Paul, (On steps R.) Indeed, my lord,
If I had thought the sight of my poor image
Would thus have wrought you, - for the stone is
mine -
I'd not have showed it,
Leon, Do not draw the curtain.
Paul, No longer shall you gaze on*t, lest jnnv fancy
May think anon it moves,
Leon. Let be, let be, (Hand
on Pol. shoulder. ) See, my lord.
Would jrou not deem it breath* d, and that those
veina
Did verily bear blood?
Pol, (L.C) Masterly done!
The very life seems warm upon her lip,
Leon. (C). The fixure of her eye has motion in*t.
As we are mock*d with art.
Paul. (Near statue U.R.) I'll draw the ciirtain.
HSy lord's almost so far transported that
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Hb'11 think anon it lives,
Leon. sweet Paulina,
Make me to think so twenty years together!
No settled senses of the world can match
The pleasure of that madness. Let^t alone.
Paul. I am sorry, air, I have thus far stirred you;
but
I could afflict you farther.
Leon. Do, Paulina*
For this affliction has a taste as sweet
As any cordial comfort. Still, methinks.
There is an air comas from her. What fine chisel
Could ever yet cut breath? Let no man mock me.
For I will kiss her. (Starts U.C. to statue.)
Paxil. Giood my lord, forbear,
The ruddiness upon her lip is wet;
You* 11 mar it if you kiss it, stain your own
With oily painting. Shall I draw the curtain?
Leon. No, not these twenty years.
Per.(U.R.C.) So long could I
Stand by, a looker on.
Paul. Either forbear.
Quit presently the chapel, or resolve you
For more amazement. If you can behold it,
1*11 wake ths statue move indeed, descend
And take you by the hand; but then you'll think
Which I protest against - I am assisted.
By wicked powers.
Leon. '.'That you can make her do,
I am content to look on; what to speak,
I am content to hear; for 'tis as easy
To make her speak as move,
Paul, It is required
You do awake your faith. Then all stand still;
Or, those that think it us unlawful business
I am about, let them depart.
Leon. Proceed;
No foot shall stir.
Paul. Music,awake her; strike!
(Music. Hermione gradually comes to life.)
•Tis time; descend; be stone no more; approach.
Strike all that look upon with marvel. Come,
(Hermione steps down.
)
Leon. (Takes her hand.) 0, she*8 warm!
If this be magic, let it be an art
Lawful as eating,
Pol, She embraces him.
Cam. She hangs about his neck.
If she pertain to life let her speak too.
Pol,(D.L. ) Ay, and make*t manifest where she has liv*d.
Or how stolen from the dead,
Paul. (Crossing to Perdita.) Mark a little while.
Please you to interpose, fair madam; kneel
And pray your mother's blessing. (Perdita crosses
to Paulina and kneels at Hermione *s R.)
Turn good lady;
Our Perdita is found.
I
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Hor. You gods, look down
And from your sacred vials pour your graces
Upon my da\ighter»s head! (Drawing Perdita up and
embracing her.) Tell me, mine own,
Where hast thou been preserv*d? where liv*d? how
found
Thy father's cour^? for thou shalt hear that I,
Knowing by Pauiina that the oracle
Gave hope thou wast in being, have preserved
Itself to see the issue.
Paul* There's time enough for that;
Lest they desire upon this push to trouble
Your joys with like relation.
Leon. Let's from this place, my Polixenes
Whatl look upon my brother. (Polixenes crosses to
Hermione - Perdita to Florizel - Paulina U.R.)
Both your pardons,
That e'er I put between your holy looks
ISy ill suspicion. (Florizel crosses to Perdita add
kneels to Hermione. Perdita counters to R.C.
below him. Polixenes drops backlT.R.)
This your son-in-law
And son unto the King, whom heavens directing,
Is troth-plight to your daughter. (Florizel returns
to Perdita.) Good Paulina,
Lead us frcan hence, where we may leisurely
Each one demand and answer to his part
Perform' d in this wide gap of time since first
We were disserve 'd. Hastily lead away.
(Exeunt U.R.)
(Curtain)
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